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TECHNICAL PUBLICATION

SUMMARY REPORT ON PHASE I AND PHASE II
RESULTS FROM THE 3D PRINTING IN ZERO-G 

TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION MISSION, VOLUME II

1.  INTRODUCTION:  SUMMARY OF PHASE I OF THE 3D PRINTING 
IN ZERO-G TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION MISSION

 Manufacturing in space is one method proposed to reduce the logistics associated with long-
duration human spaceflight and address key challenges of supportability for these extended missions. 
The International Space Station (ISS) has been continuously crewed since its completion in 2011, but 
has depended on regular resupply from Earth-based rockets for cargo, spare parts, and consumables. 
Logistics analyses strongly indicate this model, which depends on increasing reliability of systems 
and manifesting extensive suites of spares, will not be feasible for the long-duration, long-endurance 
missions NASA seeks to undertake beyond the proposed decommissioning of the ISS in the 2020s.1  
In these scenarios, cargo resupply is not readily available and a  return to Earth in the event of a failure 
may not be possible. The mass of spares required and the large uncertainty associated with precisely 
which spares will be needed and when quickly drive up the cost, number of launches, and reliabil-
ity required for space systems to levels that may not be feasible.2 Logistics analyses for this class of  
missions point toward a new logistics paradigm, one where the crew has manufacturing capabilities 
to supply parts on demand (the space-based equivalent of ‘just in time’ manufacturing) and adapt 
rapidly to unforeseen scenarios which otherwise may result in a loss of mission.

1.1  Phase I Objectives and Analysis 

 The first step in enabling this new paradigm for human spaceflight was taken in 2014, when 
NASA, in cooperation with Made in Space, Inc., launched the first three-dimensional printer (3DP) 
to the ISS as part of the 3D Printing in Zero-G Technology Demonstration Mission. The printer, a 
fused deposition modeling (FDM) system capable of making small parts of acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) plastic, was the first proof-of-concept demonstration of three dimensional printing 
in the space environment. The printer, pictured in figure 1, operated inside the Microgravity Science 
Glovebox (MSG), which provided containment and air circulation to the outside of the printer and 
the electronics box. The 3DP from the technology demonstration mission also has its own environ-
mental control unit to provide filtration of air within the printer volume. Following the printer’s 
launch in September 2014 on the SpaceX cargo resupply mission 3, the printer was installed in the 
MSG and completed its first round of printing operations in November and December 2014. Phase 
I prints consisted of 42 total specimens: 21 ground prints made with the printer prior to its launch to 
the ISS (inside the MSG mockup facility at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)) and 21 
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flight prints completed on orbit during the 2 weeks of operation in 2014. The specimen set consisted 
of mechanical test coupons (type IV tensile specimens from the American Society of Testing Materi-
als ASTM) D6380-14,3 standard compression specimens from ASTM D695-15,4 flexural coupons 
from ASTM D7905), an extruder head casing (a side plate of the extruder which is a  replacement 
part for the printer itself), layer quality specimens (square column specimens used to assess adhesion 
between successive layers and material structure), range coupons (specimens with holes and features 
to assess the performance, geometric accuracy, and tolerances of the 3DP unit), and some functional 
tools (torque tool, crowfoot, structural clip for avionics in CubeSats, a  sample container, a wire tie, 
and a  ratchet). The file for the ratchet printed on orbit was uplinked to the printer from the ground, 
demonstrating an important capability for long-duration spaceflight. 

 The phase I prints were returned to Earth in February 2015 on SpaceX 5 and underwent 
analysis at MSFC’s Materials and Processes Laboratory from April to October 2015. Phase I spec-
imens underwent mass measurement, structured light scanning to assess dimensional differences 
between analogous flight and ground prints with respect to the specimen’s computer-aided design 
(CAD) geometry, 2D radiography and 3D computed tomography (CT) to examine the internal spec-
imen structures, mechanical testing (for the compression, tensile, and flexure specimens), optical 
microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)). Data and analysis from this test regime are 
summarized in the Technical Publication (TP), “Summary Report on Phase I Results from the 3D 
Printing in Zero-G Technology Demonstration Mission, Volume I.”6 Some significant differences in 
mechanical properties, internal structure, and dimensional variation were noted for the correspond-
ing phase I ground and flight specimen sets. Flight tensile and flexural specimens were significantly 
denser and stronger than their ground counterparts, while the opposite trend was observed for the 

Figure 1.  The printer, built and operated by Made in Space, Inc., from the 3D Printing in Zero-G 
Technology Demonstration Mission. The printer is integrated into the MSG on the ISS.
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compression specimens. (Flight specimens were weaker than ground specimens.) Some specimens 
also exhibited a visually apparent change in densification on CT images. This was more pronounced 
for the flight tensile specimens, where material was denser in the bottom half  of the specimen and 
abruptly changed to a  more open structure at approximately the midpoint in the z (build) direction. 
Flight tensile specimens also exhibited more often deviation from the CAD model than the analo-
gous ground specimens.

 Potential explanations for these discrepancies (microgravity effects, differences in manufac-
turing process settings between ground and flight printer operations, and aging of the filament feed-
stock) were considered and follow-on studies of the phase I specimens were developed to further 
investigate the potential sources of variability between the ground and flight data sets. The results of 
these additional analyses, which include Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to compare 
functional chemical groups present in the specimens and their relative concentrations and SEM to 
more closely examine material cross sections, are published in reference 7. FTIR analysis was unable 
to detect significant chemical differences between the ground- and ISS-manufactured specimens 
(flight feedstock was 6 months older than ground feedstock at the time of printing) and largely ruled 
out any aging effects on the observed discrepancies in material performance. SEM analysis of rep-
resentative material cross sections failed to show differences in filament slump—the degree to which 
the filament sags under its own weight—between flight and ground specimens and was not, in gen-
eral, indicative of a substantive microgravity effect on internal material structure (fig. 2). However, 
comparative SEM analysis noted greater material buildup at the base of the flight tensile specimens 
(mirrored in the structured light scanning data) and dramatic differences in fiber structure between 
the ground and flight specimens. These differences are suggestive of differences in the way the ground 
and flight specimens were manufactured.

Ground ‘Slump’

Variation in Fiber Diameter

Figure 2.  Cut section view comparison of fiber slump for a (a) ground 
(G001) and (b) flight (F001C) specimen from phase I (image 
from ref. 7).
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1.2  Interim Ground-Based Study of Manufacturing Process Variability
Using the Flight Backup Unit

 One known source of process variability in the 3DP phase I data set stemmed from differences 
in the calibration setting for the printer during flight and ground prints. The z-calibration value, which 
in turn determines the distance of the extruder head from the build tray that the extruded material is 
deposited on, was adjusted based on visual feedback during phase I on-orbit operations of the 3DP 
unit. This value was held constant for the ground-based prints. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship 
between the z-calibration value—commanded by the user prior to printing—and the extruder stand-
off distance, the distance from the tip of the extruder to the build tray. The z-calibration distance for 
the ground-manufactured 3DP specimens was held constant at 2.2 mm. For flight prints, this tip-to-
tray distance (also referred to as the extruder standoff distance) is not directly measurable since the 
printer does not have closed-loop positional feedback. The commanded value for the flight prints 
ranged from 2.39 mm to 2.84 mm. No two flight prints had the same process setting.

Nominal Tip-to-Tray Distance
for 0.4-mm Extruder Tip is
About 0.2 min

Tip-to-Tray
Distance

z-Calibration
Distance

Extruder Tip (0.4-mm Orifice)

Build Plate Build Position

Build Plate Home Position

F3_1800Figure 3.  Illustration of relationship between z-calibration 
and extruder standoff distance.

 Based on data from structured light scanning (and corroborated by SEM analysis of the 
phase I prints), the extruder tip was positioned too close to the tray during flight prints, resulting 
in specimens with protrusions along the geometric boundaries. The discrepancy in this machine 
setting for ground and flight settings may explain why flight specimens were slightly denser than 
their ground counterparts in the initial layers, a key finding documented in the phase I results. The 
extruder standoff distance hypothesis developed based on the 3DP phase I data set postulated that 
the closer position of the extruder tip to the specimen during flight prints (and subsequent varia-
tion of this distance) potentially explains some of the measured variability in material properties for 
ground and flight specimens. While no consistent correlation was detected between the z-calibration 
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value (or the subsequently derived tip-to-tray distance) and density or mechanical properties for 
the flight prints, literature on manufacturing process optimization for FDM indicates this distance 
is a  parameter which influences thermal flow and cooling rate, deposition rate, and interlayer con-
figuration. Rodriguez et al. found significant changes in stiffness and strength of materials produced 
with FDM as a  result of small variations in process parameters during the extrusion process.8 Varia-
tion in processing conditions are closely linked to variations in microstructure, which can in turn 
exert immense influence over mechanical performance of the resulting part.9

 In the time between phase I and phase II prints on the ISS, a separate study was undertaken 
using the engineering test unit (ETU), the flight-like unit for 3DP. A matrix of tensile coupons, layer 
quality specimens, and compression coupons were printed at z-calibration values which encompass 
the ground and flight operational settings of 3DP phase I. A series of multiple prints was performed 
at four distinct manufacturing process settings:

 (1)  Optimal calibration.  The ‘Goldilocks’ extruder standoff distance for a particular specimen 
geometry.

 (2)  –0.02 mm.  The build tray is moved –0.02 mm downward from its optimal setting, result-
ing in a  print where the extruder is slightly too far away from the specimen, mimicking the manufac-
turing process settings for phase I ground prints.

 (3)  0.05 mm.  The build tray is translated 0.05 mm upward from its optimal setting, resulting 
in a  print where the extruder is slightly too close to the specimen.

 (4)  0.1 mm.  The build tray is moved 0.1 mm upward from its optimal setting, resulting in 
a  print where the extruder is much too close to the specimen. This condition is closest to the flight 
print settings for phase I.

 Tensile, compression, and layer quality specimens produced at each setting were compared 
with other specimens in their respective geometry class. The extruder standoff distance study was 
not a precise replicate of ground or flight operations of 3DP, but an attempt to broadly recreate the 
ground and flight manufacturing conditions and evaluate the sensitivity of material outcomes to 
changes in this process setting. Print trays must be periodically replaced due to material adhesion 
over the course of a series of builds; e.g., four print tray changes took place during the printing of 
the 21 flight parts for 3DP phase I operations. Tray-to-tray surface variability and differences in the 
extruder are variables that will slightly change the z-calibration value. To compound these issues, 
z-calibration can also vary based on the location of the specimen on the print tray. The trays them-
selves are not flat and, in some instances, extruded material tends to fill the grooves of the tray, mak-
ing it harder for the part to adhere and artificially decreasing the tip-to-tray distance. These issues are 
inherent limitations of the 3DP hardware and difficult to control without substantial modifications/
upgrades to both the flight and ground units.  

 Despite the aforementioned limitations, the results of the study, summarized in reference 10, 
indicated that the position of the extruder tip relative to the build plate does impact the structure 
and properties of the tensile specimens to some extent. Overall, ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 
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elastic modulus improve as the specimens are built closer to the extruder tip. This finding mirrors 
the phase I results, where flight specimens built with the extruder closer to the build tray exhibited 
slightly enhanced mechanical performance relative to the ground prints. SEM analysis, structured 
light scanning, and CT show protrusions at the base of the tensile specimens made at the closer 
extruder standoff distances that contribute to an artificial strengthening of the part. These features 
likely enhance mechanical performance relative to specimens built farther away from the extruder 
tip, which do not possess reinforcing structural features to align with the load path during tensile 
testing. Results suggest that discrepancies in tensile performance between flight and ground prints 
can likely be explained by differences in manufacturing process settings. The reduced extruder stand-
off distance for the flight prints thus likely resulted in protrusions at the base of the specimen and 
densification of the lower layers that contribute to enhanced mechanical strength relative to other 
(ground-manufactured) specimens, a phenomenon which was largely replicated through the ground 
study.

 A clear relationship between extruder standoff distance and material performance in com-
pression was not detected by these experiments. The stronger mechanical behavior noted for the 
ground prints (built at a greater standoff distance) and comparatively weaker behavior of the flight 
prints (built at a smaller standoff distance) was not replicated in this data set. Overall results of this 
study also indicate some build-to-build variability for the ETU, and by extension, the 3DP flight unit. 
Significant structural differences in the builds across a given manufacturing processing condition 
were observed; e.g., the layer spacing and internal structural features of the specimen may be differ-
ent for each sample in a series, despite being made at exactly the same process setting. This creates 
scatter in the data set.

 The full report on the extruder standoff distance study is summarized in NASA TP, 
“A  Ground-Based Study on Extruder Standoff Distance for the 3D Printing in Zero-G Technol-
ogy Demonstration Mission.”10 Overall, this study is suggestive that variations between the ground 
and flight specimen sets from phase I are largely an artifact of differences in manufacturing process 
settings rather than microgravity effects or other factors. The study was intended to provide interim 
data for assessment until phase II prints—conducted with the flight unit on the ISS—could be tested 
to provide more definitive data related to sources of variability.
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2.  PHASE II OF THE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION MISSION: 
OBJECTIVES AND OPERATIONS

 Phase II operations for the 3D printing in zero-G technology demonstration mission took 
place between June 28 and July 12, 2016. Results of the phase I data analyses, summarized in NASA/
TP—2016–2191016 and an article published in the Rapid Prototyping Journal ,7 were unable to defin-
itively ascertain whether there is an engineering significant effect on properties of materials pro-
duced by operating the FDM manufacturing process in microgravity. As discussed in section 1.2, the 
effect of microgravity in the phase I data set may have been overwhelmed by other variables, such 
as the distance between the extruder tip and the build plate, which were varied nonsystematically. In  
phase I, flight operations of the printer, the z-calibration value, which in turn drives the tip-to-tray 
distance, was varied slightly after every print, based on visual feedback.

 Since phase I data were inconclusive with regard to microgravity effects, additional specimens 
were needed to create a more structured data set that, to the greatest extent possible, isolate the 
impact of microgravity on the FDM process. For phase II prints, the physical distance between the 
extruder tip and the build plate was locked after printing a calibration coupon to assess the func-
tionality of the printer hardware. Following a series of 25 prints in phase II at an optimal setting, 
the z-calibration value, which drives the tip-to-tray distance, was changed to recreate the ‘too close’ 
condition of phase I. Nine additional prints were produced at this suboptimal condition. A separate 
ground-based study, discussed in section 1.2, was previously undertaken by the in-space manufac-
turing (ISM) team using the ETU/backup flight unit to quantify the degree to which changes in the 
extruder standoff distance can explain variability between ground and flight specimens in the phase  I 
data set.10 Phase II prints will also provide greater insight into the sources of process variability.

 Testing of the phase II prints will also assess the extent to which age of the feedstock impacts 
mechanical properties and part performance. For all specimens produced as part of phases I and II, 
the filament feedstock used was undyed ABS plastic at 1.75-mm diameter extruded through a 0.4-mm  
orifice at 230 to 235 °F. In phase I, flight feedstock, while still within the shelf  life recommended by 
the manufacturer, was 6 months older than ground feedstock at the time of printing. FTIR indicated 
no substantial chemical differences between analogous ground and flight specimens, but the effect of 
offgassing of feedstock and moisture absorption from exposure to the environment on subsequently 
measured mechanical properties in the printed part has not been systematically evaluated. While 
the filament feedstock is stored in a sealed container with desiccant, approximately 4 inches of the 
feedstock is exposed to the surrounding air as it traverses between the feedstock canister and the 
printer head. If  material aging does impact mechanical properties in the manner observed for the 
3DP phase  I specimens, aging would be expected to manifest itself  in subsequent specimens printed 
using the same (now older) feedstock as the phase I prints. At the time of phase II prints, the flight 
feedstock was approximately 18 months older than feedstock for phase I flight prints and 24 months 
older than the feedstock for phase I ground prints. All feedstocks are the same material and derived 
from the same manufacturing lot. 
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 Additional data obtained from mechanical testing of phase II tensile and compression 
specimens will provide insight into whether trends, biases, and characteristic mechanical properties 
reported based on phase I testing are consistent with further flight operation of the printer. Whether 
confirmatory or disparate from the original data set, phase II prints will lend additional clarity to 
sources of variability in the phase I data and identify which concepts/hypotheses are best poised to 
explain property differences noted between flight and ground specimens. Phase II prints will also 
enable the ISM team to assess reliability and repeatability of the FDM process using the 3DP hard-
ware and help to define requirements for future printers.

 Phase II print operations will help to answer questions related to microgravity effects on 
the FDM process by implementing better manufacturing process controls, based on lessons learned 
from phase I operations. ‘Locking’ the manufacturing process—in particular, control of the extruder 
standoff distance—will allow the ISM team to better isolate the effect of microgravity on the mate-
rial produced. Additionally, phase II print operations were needed to fulfill project level III program-
matic requirements imposed by the Advanced Exploration Systems program.

2.1  Phase II Print Matrix and Notes on Printer Operations

 Table 1 lists the phase II print matrix. Thirty-four total specimens were printed as part of 
phase II operations: 1 calibration coupon, 14 compression specimens, 7-layer quality (square col-
umn) specimens, and 12 tensile specimens. The z-offset corresponds to the commanded z-calibration 
value for the hardware. (z-calibration distance is the distance between the build plate home position 
and the commanded position as illustrated in fig. 1.) This value in turn drives the tip-to-tray distance 
(distance between tip where ABS plastic is extruded and the build surface). For phase II, the initial 
z-calibration value (2.64 mm) was determined to be too close based on visual feedback; the part 
exhibited protrusions around the edges. A specimen at the 2.54-mm z-calibration value was printed 
using a ground-equivalent printer at Made in Space’s Mountain View, CA, facility following this 
print. Based on visual inspection of this part, the 2.54-mm value was selected for continued opera-
tion. The z-calibration value of 2.54 mm was used for manufacturing of the next 25 specimens, at 
which point it was changed back to 2.64 mm. This change was intended to create specimens that 
mimicked the manufacturing processing conditions of the phase I flight prints, which were built 
with the extruder tip too close to the build platform. The specimen set built at 2.64 mm will provide 
greater statistical sampling for the phase I print data set and provide some additional indication as 
to whether z-calibration distance explains some of the variability in the flight and ground specimens 
observed over the course of phase I specimen testing and evaluation.
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Table 1.  Phase II operations print matrix. 

Specimen 
ID No. Part Type Offsets (x,y,z) Date Notes

F022 Calibration coupon – – 2.64 6/28/2016 Too close
F024 Compression – – 2.54 6/28/2016 Optimal z–calibration
F025 Layer quality specimen – – 2.54 6/29/2016
F026 Tensile – – 2.54 6/29/2016
F027 Compression – – 2.54 7/1/2016
F028 Tensile – 4 2.54 7/1/2016
F029 Compression – – 2.54 7/1/2016
F030 Tensile 19 – 2.54 7/2/2016
F031A Compression –20 – 2.54 7/5/2016
F031B Compression 20 – 2.54 7/5/2016
F031C Compression –20 45 2.54 7/5/2016
F032 Tensile – 4 2.54 7/5/2016
F033 Tensile –5 4 2.54 7/6/2016
F034A Layer quality specimen –20 – 2.54 7/6/2016
F034B Layer quality specimen 20 – 2.54 7/6/2016
F034C Layer quality specimen –20 43 2.54 7/6/2016
F035A Compression –20 – 2.54 7/6/2016
F035B Compression 20 – 2.54 7/6/2016
F035C Compression –20 45 2.54 7/6/2016
F036 Tensile –5 – 2.54 7/7/2016
F037 Tensile –5 – 2.54 7/7/2016
F038A Tensile –5 4 2.54 7/7/2016
F038B Compression 20 15 2.54 7/7/2016
F039 Tensile –5 4 2.54 7/8/2016
F040A Tensile –5 4 2.54 7/8/2016
F040B Compression 20 15 2.54 7/8/2016
F041A Compression –20 – 2.64 7/11/2016 Too close
F041B Compression 20 – 2.64 7/11/2016
F041C Compression –20 45 2.64 7/11/2016
F042A Layer quality specimen –20 – 2.64 7/12/2016
F042B Layer quality specimen –20 43 2.64 7/12/2016
F042C Layer quality specimen 20 30 2.64 7/12/2016
F043A Tensile –20 – 2.64 7/12/2016 Left on print tray
F043B Tensile 5 – 2.64 7/12/2016 Left on print tray
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 In some cases, multiple specimens were produced in the same build. The (x,y) offset indicates 
the position of a particular part on the build tray. The final two specimens were not separated from 
the build tray and were downmassed in this condition. Table 2 summarizes the specimen counts for 
phase II.

Table 2.  Specimen summary from phase II operations.

 Total
Optimal  

z-Calibration

Suboptimal 
z-Calibration 
(too close)

Total calibration coupons 1 – 1
Total tensile coupons 12 10 2
Compression coupons 14 11 3
Layer quality specimens 7 4 3
Total number of samples 34 25 9

2.2  Overview of Test Plan for Phase II Samples

 The phase II flight samples underwent several phases of testing following their receipt at 
MSFC. These included photographic/visual inspection, mass measurement, structured light scan-
ning, 2D x-ray and 3D CT, optical microscopy, SEM, mechanical testing, and FTIR. Nondestructive 
tests are a precursor to destructive testing. Then possible, sets of specimens were processed in parallel 
to expedite testing. This approach proved effective for phase I and was also followed for phase II.

 Table 3 summarizes the data obtained from each test and the specific questions from the 
3D Printing in Zero-G Technology Demonstration Mission phase I results addressed by each test. 
Phase  II prints are intended to ascertain whether differences noted in phase I prints between flight 
and ground specimens were a result of microgravity effects on the FDM process, the difference in 
age of the feedstock material, and/or differences in processing conditions between ground and flight 
prints. While additional analysis of 3DP flight and ground specimens (published in ref. 7) and sub-
sequent ground-based studies using a ground-equivalent printer are not suggestive of an engineering 
significant microgravity effect,10 phase II prints, with greater manufacturing process controls, are 
better poised to provide definitive insight into this question.
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Table 3.  Data obtained and open question(s) addressed with each test.

Test Data Obtained Questions Addressed
Photographic/visual 
inspection

Identification of interesting physical features  
or damage to specimens

Part damage due to overadhesion to build tray and 
subsequent removal

Mass measurement Mass of specimen used to calculate gravimetric 
density

Variations in density observed between flight and 
ground specimens for phase I (both magnitude of 
difference and bias between ground and flight)

Structured light 
scanning

Measurement of closed part volume used in density 
calculation; geometric variation of specimen from CAD 
model; geometric variations between specimens of the 
same type

Greater deviation in circularity observed for flight 
compression specimens from phase I; greater 
protrusions/larger base buildup observed for some 
flight specimens relative to ground from phase I; 
manufacturing repeatability of 3DP hardware

CT Density of specimen that can be compared against 
gravimetric density derived from mass measurement 
and structured light scanning as well as bulk (injec-
tion molded) ABS; qualitative assessment of internal 
structure; size and frequency of voids

Density variation in through thickness of parts noted 
from phase I; density variation between ground and 
flight specimens from phase I

Optical microscopy Layer height, features of interest or evidence  
of damage to specimens

Features or part damage that may influence results 
of mechanical test

Tensile test  
(ASTM D638)

Ultimate strength, elastic modulus, elongation to failure                                        Property variation between and within ground  
and flight specimen sets from phase I

Compression test 
(ASTM D695)

Compressive strength, compressive modulus Property variation between and within ground  
and flight specimen sets from phase I

SEM Layer height, differences in internal structure, pore 
sizes

Microgravity effects; source of differences in densifi-
cation, internal structure, and fracture surfaces noted 
for ground and flight prints from phase I

FTIR Presence and relative concentration of functional 
chemical groups present in the specimen

Chemical changes in feedstock and printed part 
(potentially due to aging)

 It is important to note that there are no pass/fail criteria for these test samples. All specimens 
for phase II are flight samples. Unlike phase I, there were no ground-printed samples to directly com-
pare against for this phase of operations. The phase I ground prints, made using the printer in the 
MSG ground-based facility prior to the hardware’s launch to the ISS, represent the closest analog. 
The data obtained from the phase II samples will be compared against data from the phase I flight 
and ground samples with the knowledge that the manufacturing process settings across these data 
sets are not entirely consistent.
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 Table 4 identifies which samples underwent specific tests. Information on specific test pro-
cedures is detailed in subsequent sections of this TP. All specimens underwent photographic and 
visual inspection after being unboxed and the mass of each specimen is measured using a preci-
sion scale in the metrology laboratory. A representative mass value is used in conjunction with the 
closed volume of the part obtained from structured light scanning to calculate the part’s gravimet-
ric density. All specimens were structured light scanned to obtain a closed volume estimate for the 
part and derive a density value. A subset of the specimens were analyzed further to characterize 
dimensional variation from the CAD model and other parts in the same specimen class. For CT, 
the calibration coupon along with a subset of the compression, layer quality, and tensile specimens 
were analyzed. All tensile and compression specimens were destructively tested per the relevant 
ASTM standard. Optical microscopy and SEM were performed on a subset of specimens follow-
ing destructive testing. Layer quality specimens were also part of the SEM analysis. FTIR analyses 
were conducted on a subset of phase II flight specimens to assess potential chemical differences/ 
changes in feedstock over time. 

Table 4.  Testing matrix for phase II specimens.

Testing Phase Specimens
Photographic/visual inspection All
Mass measurement All
Structured light scanning All
CT Tensile: F028, F033, F038A, F043A, F043B 

Compression: F031B, F035B, F041A, F041B, F041C
Tensile testing F026, F028, F030, F032, F033, F036, F037, F038A, F039, 

F040A, F043A, F043B
Compression testing F024, F027, F029, F031A, F031B, F031C, F035A, F035B, 

F035C, F038B, F040B, F041A, F041B, F041C
Optical microscopy and SEM Tensile: F026, F030, F033, F036, F040A, F043A, F043B

Compression: F027, F029, F035A, F035C, F041A, F041B, F041C
Layer quality: F034A, F034B, F042A, F042B

FTIR F029, F042C
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3.  PHASE II RESULTS:  MASS AND DENSITY

3.1  Mass Measurements

3.1.1  Summary of Mass Measurements

 Following receipt and unboxing of the flight specimens from the 3DP phase II prints at MSFC 
in August 2017, ground and flight specimens were weighed in the precision metrology laboratory at 
MSFC. Each specimen was weighed five times using a calibrated laboratory scale (Mettler analytical 
balance) with a capacity of 261 g and a resolution of 1 ×	10–5 g. The weighing pan was enclosed in an 
isolation chamber. Specimen weights range from 1.3 g (sparse fill calibration coupon) to ≈5 g (tensile 
specimen) and are summarized in table 5. These measurements were used to obtain a characteristic 
value for the mean weight of each specimen. Uncertainty in the reported values was generally on the 
order of 10–5.

Table 5.  Weights of phase II specimens.

Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type

Specimen Weight 
(g)

F022 Calibration coupon 1.4
F024 Compression 2.94
F025 Layer quality specimen 2.58
F026 Tensile 4.99
F027 Compression 2.95
F028 Tensile 4.98
F029 Compression 2.9
F030 Tensile 4.18
F031A Compression 2.86
F031B Compression 2.87
F031C Compression 2.87
F032 Tensile 5
F033 Tensile 4.99
F034A Layer quality specimen 2.65
F034B Layer quality specimen 2.7
F034C Layer quality specimen 2.65
F035A Compression 2.79
F035B Compression 2.92
F035C Compression 2.94
F036 Tensile 4.98
F037 Tensile 4.99
F038A Tensile 4.99
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Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type

Specimen Weight 
(g)

F038B Compression 2.89
F039 Tensile 5
F040A Tensile 4.99
F040B Compression 2.84
F041A Compression 2.89
F041B Compression 2.83
F041C Compression 2.87
F042A Layer quality specimen 2.66
F042B Layer quality specimen 2.68
F042C Layer quality specimen 2.67
F043A Tensile 5.01
F043B Tensile 4.96

3.1.2  Comparative Analysis of Mass Measurements

 Five groups of specimens were compared across each specimen geometry:

 (1)  The phase II specimen set includes all phase II flight specimens of a particular geometry; 
e.g., all phase II tensile specimens.

 (2)  The phase II optimal set includes only specimens of a particular geometry produced at the 
optimal manufacturing process setting (z-calibration value of 2.54 mm). Per specimen group (3), this 
means the build tray was commanded to translate upward of 2.54 mm prior to the print. This distance 
was chosen based on visual feedback from the phase II calibration print, which was manufactured at 
2.64-mm z-calibration, but the specimen showed some evidence of protrusions and was designated as 
too close.

 (3)  The phase II off-nominal set designates specimens produced at the suboptimal manufac-
turing setting (z-calibration value of 2.64 mm). This means that the build tray was translated upward 
2.64 mm relative to its home position for the print. This places the extruder tip 0.1 mm closer to the 
build tray than in the optimal specimen sets. Suboptimal in this context designates a manufacturing 
condition that is different from the normal value and does not imply problems with the 3DP hard-
ware or its operation during phase II.

 (4)  Ground phase I specimens were specimens produced as part of phase I operations using 
the flight printer prior to its launch to the ISS. The commanded calibration setting for these prints 
was 2.2 mm. 

 (5)  Flight phase I specimens refer to specimens produced in November and December 2014 
on the ISS as part of phase I operations. The z-calibration value for every print in the flight print 

Table 5.  Weights of phase II specimens (Continued).
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matrix was varied based on real-time visual feedback from cameras inside the MSG. Values ranged 
from 2.39  mm to 2.84 mm.

 Suboptimal specimens for phase II are intended to approximate the conditions of the phase  I 
flight prints, where the extruder tip was too close to the build tray during specimen manufacture.
While other data from specimens produced with the 3DP unit are plotted for comparative analysis, 
the key comparison for the phase II prints is the optimal versus suboptimal conditions within the 
phase II specimen set. These represent the most controlled data set since they were produced during 
the same phase of operations and only a single process setting (the extruder standoff distance) was 
varied systematically.

 The comparison of the mass data across specimen sets for specific geometries are summarized 
in this section. Figure 4 compares the mass of the tensile specimens across the five specimen sets. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) shows there is not a statistically significant difference between the 
means of the five variables at the 95% confidence level. The average mass is remarkably consistent for 
the tensile specimens (fig. 5, table 6) despite the differences in manufacturing process settings. This 
finding is consistent with phase I data and the follow-on extruder standoff distance study using the 
ground equivalent printer.
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Table 6.  Average mass of tensile specimens.

Specimen Set

Average Mass 
of Tensile Specimens 

(g)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 4.92 4.77
Phase II optimal 4.91 5.24
Phase II suboptimal 4.98 0.59
Phase I ground 5.02 0.21
Phase I flight 4.95 1.2

 Figure 6 compares the compression specimen mass across the five specimen sets. ANOVA 
indicates there is a statistically significant difference in the mass of specimens for some data sets. The 
masses of the compression phase I flight prints are distinct from all specimen sets except specimens 
produced at the phase II off-nominal condition. However, specimen sets for phase II off-nominal, 
phase I ground, and phase I flight are small. Little is known about the distribution these samples 
originate from and the validity of the statistical test for these specimen sets, which assumes normal-
ity, cannot be robustly assessed. Figure 7 and table 7 summarize the average mass comparisons.
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Table 7.  Average mass of compression specimens.

Specimen Set

Average Mass 
of Compression 

Specimens

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 2.88 1.58
Phase II optimal 2.89 1.7
Phase II subtopimal 2.86 0.01
Phase I ground 2.93 1.69
Phase I flight 2.81 1.01
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 Group comparisons of layer quality with phase I are considered for completeness but are not 
particularly meaningful since phase I ground and flight specimen sets only contained one of these 
specimens. To the extent a comparison is possible, the mass data appear to be part of the same family. 
Figure 8 is a scatterplot comparison of individual specimen masses; figure 9 and table 8 show average 
masses.
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Table 8.  Average mass of layer quality specimens.

Specimen Set

Average Mass 
of Layer Quality 

Specimens 
(g)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 2.65 1.83
Phase II optimal 2.65 1.83
Phase II suboptimal 2.67 0.28
Phase I ground 2.61 –
Phase I flight 2.65 –

 Although calibration coupons are not test specimens but rather a means to verify hardware 
health and manufacturing process conditions prior to printing, the masses of this class of specimen 
were also compared for completeness. For phases I and II ground prints, only a single calibration 
specimen was produced in each specimen set. For phase I flight prints, five specimens were generated 
prior to printing other specimens in an effort to optimize the extruder standoff distance, which was 
subsequently varied throughout the phase I flight print matrix based on visual feedback. Figure 10 
is a scatterplot of the calibration coupon masses and figure 11 is a bar chart of average masses. For 
phases I and II ground, the average represents only a single print value. Table 9 summarizes the mass 
comparison. Reduced mass relative to other specimen geometries stems from the reduced size of the 
part and it is built with only a 50% infill.
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Figure 11.  Bar chart comparing calibration specimen masses. (Only one 
calibration specimen was printed for phase II and phase I 
ground. Phase I flight represents an average of five specimens.)

Table 9.  Masses of calibration specimens.

Specimen Set

Average Mass 
of Calibration 

Specimen 
(g)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 1.4 –
Phase I ground 1.43 –
Phase I flight 1.42 2.65

3.1.3  Key Findings

 No substantive mass differences were noted in comparison of the tensile, layer quality, and 
calibration prints across manufacturing settings. The total mass of extrudate across a range of man-
ufacturing conditions for a particular specimen geometry is remarkably consistent. This is largely in 
agreement with phase I findings. One interesting note is that the flight compression specimens, which 
were distinct from all previously analyzed specimen sets prior to phase II operations, have a  mass 
that is in family with only the phase II flight prints manufactured at the too close setting. The sample 
sizes of the phase I flight compression specimen set (n = 3) and the off-nominal compression speci-
men set from phase II (n = 3), however, are small. Since the small sample size precludes an assessment 
of the distribution the data originate from, this may limit the validity of the statistical test applied to 
compare the data sets, which assumes normality. Limiting the comparative analysis to only phase II 
specimen sets, the change in the extruder standoff distance does not seem to substantively impact the 
mass of the specimens produced for any specimen geometry considered in the microgravity environ-
ment. The ground specimens from 3DP phase I are also in family with phase II across all specimen 
geometries.
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3.2  Density

3.2.1  Summary of Density Measurements

 The gravimetric density ρ	 	was subsequently calculated for each specimen by dividing the 
mean mass value by the corresponding volume obtained from structured light scanning. The scanner 
has an accuracy of ±12.7 mm at the scale of the 3DP specimens. Point cloud data from the struc-
tured light scan are imported into a software program, Geomagic® Control™. Surface fill opera-
tions allow the user to create a complete surface and execute a volume calculation. This volume is 
representative of the as-built part. The surface fill algorithm creates high-quality surfaces that are 
representative of the part geometry. Average volumes for the phase II specimens for each specimen 
class are tabulated in table 10. Gravimetric density for each specimen in the phase II print matrix is 
summarized in table  11. Since the volume for each specimen represents a single calculation based on 
structured light scan data rather than repeated measurements, an uncertainty value is not reported 
for the density values.

Table 10.  Average volumes (based on structured 
light scan data) for phase II specimens. 

  
Specimen Type

Average Volume 
(cm3)

Tensile 5.32
Compression 3.08
Layer quality 2.88
Calibration* 2.72

*Only one specimen printed in phase II operations.

Table 11.  Density measurements for phase II specimens.

Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type

Specimen Density 
(g/cm3)

F022 Calibration coupon 0.513
F024 Compression 0.951
F025 Layer quality specimen 0.902
F026 Tensile 0.93
F027 Compression 0.954
F028 Tensile 0.918
F029 Compression 0.945
F030 Tensile 0.906
F031A Compression 0.93
F031B Compression 0.93
F031C Compression 0.936
F032 Tensile 0.934
F033 Tensile 0.923
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Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type

Specimen Density 
(g/cm3)

F034A Layer quality specimen 0.912
F034B Layer quality specimen 0.934
F034C Layer quality specimen 0.929
F035A Compression 0.916
F035B Compression 0.94
F035C Compression 0.946
F036 Tensile 0.925
F037 Tensile 0.922
F038A Tensile 0.92
F038B Compression 0.939
F039 Tensile 0.926
F040A Tensile 0.921
F040B Compression 0.929
F041A Compression 0.935
F041B Compression 0.93
F041C Compression 0.927
F042A Layer quality specimen 0.926
F042B Layer quality specimen 0.931
F042C Layer quality specimen 0.918
F043A Tensile 0.939
F043B Tensile 0.937

3.2.2  Comparative Analysis of Density

 As with the mass measurements, five groups of specimens were compared across each speci-
men geometry:

 (1) The phase II specimen set includes all phase II flight specimens of a particular geometry; 
e.g., all phase II tensile specimens.

 (2) The phase II optimal set includes only specimens of a particular geometry produced at 
the optimal manufacturing process setting (z-calibration value of 2.54 mm). Per specimen group (3), 
this means the build tray was commanded to translate upward of 2.54 mm prior to the print. This 
distance was chosen based on visual feedback from the phase II calibration print which was manu-
factured at 2.64-mm z-calibration, but the specimen showed some evidence of protrusions and was 
designated as too close, at which point the z-calibration was adjusted to 2.54 mm.

 (3)  The phase II off-nominal set designates specimens produced at the off-nominal manufac-
turing setting (z-calibration value of 2.64 mm). This means that the build tray was translated upward 
2.64 mm relative to its home position for the print. This places the extruder tip 0.1 mm closer to the 
build tray than in the optimal specimen sets.

Table 11.  Density measurements for phase II specimens (Continued).
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 (4)  Ground phase I specimens were specimens produced as part of phase I operations using 
the flight printer prior to its launch to the ISS. The commanded calibration setting for these prints 
was 2.2 mm.

 (5)  Flight phase I specimens refer to specimens produced in November and December 2014 
on the ISS as part of phase I operations. The z-calibration value for every print in the flight print 
matrix was varied based on real-time visual feedback from cameras inside the MSG. Values ranged 
from 2.39 mm to 2.84 mm.

 As noted in figure 12, figure 13, and table 12, tensile density shows some small variation 
across all specimen sets evaluated for 3DP phases I and II. Specimen sets that clearly are in family 
with one another are (a) the complete set of phase II specimens and the phase II optimal specimen 
subset and (b) the phase II suboptimal set and the flight phase I set (built at similar but not identi-
cal processing conditions; in both sets, the extruder tip was positioned too close to the build plate). 
The ground phase I tensile prints, which were manufactured with the extruder tip too far from the 
build tray, have an overall slightly lower density. Mean densification increases slightly in the optimal 
distance set (phase II optimal) and increases further with the suboptimal and flight phase I prints, 
which were manufactured with the extruder too close to the build tray. This too close distance was 
also hypothesized to create protrusions, evident on structured light scans and SEM in phase I prints 
and the ground-manufactured analogous specimens evaluated in reference 10, which serve to artifi-
cially strengthen the part under tensile loading. 
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Figure 13.  Bar chart comparison of average density data for tensile specimens.

Table 12.  Average density of tensile specimens 
by specimen class.

Specimen Set

Average Density 
of Tensile Specimens 

(g/cc)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.93 0.99
Phase II optimal 0.92 0.91
Phase II suboptimal 0.94 0.11
Phase I ground 0.9 0.98
Phase I flight 0.94 0.22

 The compression data are similar and largely appear to be part of the same data family. How-
ever, the flight phase I prints have a slightly lower mean density than the other specimen sets and also 
contain the lowest density specimen. The mean of the flight phase I specimen set lies close enough to 
be considered in family with the phase II suboptimal prints, which were also built with the extruder 
at a standoff distance that is closer to the build tray. The scatterplot of the data is in figure 14, the 
averages for the data sets are plotted in the bar chart in figure 15, and table 13 also summarizes  
the data. 
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Figure 15.  Bar chart comparing average compression specimen densities.

Table 13.  Average density comparison  
for compression specimens.

Specimen Set

Average Density 
of Compression 

Specimens 
(g/cc)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.94 1.13
Phase II optimal 0.94 1.27
Phase II off-nominal 0.93 0.39
Phase I ground 0.94 1.55
Phase I flight 0.92 1.11
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 For the layer quality specimens, the densities across manufacturing process settings for 
phases  I and II operations appear to be in family with one another, as illustrated in figures 16 and 
17 and table 14. Comparing the subgroups of the phase II data, movement of the extruder head 
closer to the build tray does not result in an accompanying increase in densification for these speci-
mens. The ground-based extruder standoff distance study using the ground-equivalent 3D print unit 
(ref.  10) also failed to show any relationship between density and extruder standoff distance for this 
specimen class. 
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Figure 16.  Scatterplot comparing layer quality specimen densities 
of phases II and I.
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Table 14.  Average density comparison for layer quality specimens. 

Specimen Set

Average Density 
of Compression 

Specimens 
(g/cc)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.92 1.25
Phase II optimal 0.92 1.6
Phase II off-nominal 0.93 0.72
Phase I ground 0.89 –
Phase I flight 0.92 –

 Only a single calibration print was produced as part of phase II operations. This print was at 
the 2.64-mm z-calibration value. Due to visible protrusions on the specimens (observed via the cam-
era feed from inside the MSG), the distance was set to 2.54 mm for optimal phase II operations. For 
phase I, only one ground calibration specimen was produced. Phase I flight prints required produc-
tion of five calibration coupons to determine an appropriate z-calibration setting, but this distance 
was changed throughout operations based on visual feedback. Density for these specimens is about 
50% relative to injection molded material since they were built with a sparser infill. Density data are 
summarized in figures 18 and 19 and table 15.
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calibration coupon was printed for phases II and I ground opera-
tions. Phase I flight represents an average of five specimens.)

Table 15.  Calibration specimen densities.*

Specimen Set

Average Density 
of Compression 

Specimens 
(g/cc)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.51 –
Phase I ground 0.5 –
Phase I flight 0.52 3.89

* Since only one calibration coupon was printed for phase II and phase I ground  
 operations, only a single value is reported with no associated coefficient 
 of variation.

3.2.3  Key Findings

 An apparent engineering significant difference between specimen classes is not evident. Ten-
sile specimens become slightly denser as the extruder tip is moved closer to the build tray. Flight 
compression phase I specimens are slightly less dense than other specimen sets, but are in family with 
the flight compression phase II suboptimal specimens that were built at a sufficiently similar extruder 
standoff distance.  

 Ground prints for tensile and compression are both in family with phase II prints. Despite 
the differences in manufacturing process conditions, the similarity in the means of these sample sets 
for density is not suggestive of a significant microgravity impact on part density. Overall, the den-
sity calculations across all specimen sets suggest that the data are part of a single family. 
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4.  MECHANICAL TESTING

 This section summarizes the results of mechanical testing of tensile and compression speci-
mens for phase II and compares them back to phase I data.

4.1  Methodology

 Tensile tests followed a standard method defined in ASTM D638-14 and measured the tensile 
strength, yield strength, elastic modulus, and fracture elongation of the printed material.3 A type  I 
specimen would generally be chosen for this application due to the reduced stress concentration 
at the fillet, but the dimensions prescribed by the ASTM standard were almost too large for the 
printer build volume to accommodate. This limitation drove the alternate choice of the type IV speci-
men. The compression test, ASTM D695-15, was used to determine the characteristic compressive 
stress and modulus of the specimens.4 The compression tests for phase II specimens were stopped at 
20% strain in order to preserve the internal structure of the specimen for microscope evaluation. In 
phase  I, compression specimens were tested to 100% strain, rendering analysis of the tested speci-
mens via microscopy more difficult.

 For mechanical testing, specimens were initially compared across five specimen sets:

 (1) The phase II specimen set includes all phase II flight specimens of a particular geometry; 
e.g., all phase II tensile specimens.

 (2) The phase II optimal set includes only specimens of a particular geometry produced at 
the optimal manufacturing process setting (z-calibration value of 2.54 mm). Per figure 3, this means 
the build tray was commanded to translate upward of 2.54 mm prior to the print. This distance was 
chosen based on visual feedback from the phase II calibration print, which was manufactured at 
2.64-mm z-calibration, but the specimen showed some evidence of protrusions and was designated 
as too close, at which point the z-calibration was adjusted to 2.54 mm.

 (3) The phase II off-nominal set designates specimens produced at the off-nominal manufac-
turing setting (z-calibration value of 2.64 mm). This means that the build tray was translated upward 
of 2.64 mm relative to its home position for the print. This places the extruder tip 0.1 mm closer to 
the build tray than in the optimal specimen sets.

 (4) Ground phase I specimens were specimens produced as part of phase I operations using 
the flight printer prior to its launch to the ISS. The commanded calibration setting for these prints 
was 2.2 mm.
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 (5) Flight phase I specimens refer to specimens produced in November and December 2014 
on the ISS as part of phase I operations. The z-calibration value for every print in the flight print 
matrix was varied based on real-time visual feedback from cameras inside the MSG. Values ranged 
from 2.39 mm to 2.84 mm.

4.2  Tensile Test Results

 Mechanical Test Facility personnel performed tensile tests of ABS plastic ‘dogbone’ speci-
mens produced as part of phase II operations for 3DP under ambient (75 °F, 0 psig) conditions.  
Test procedures were identical to those for phase I specimens. Nominal dimensions for the tensile 
specimens were based on type IV specimens in ASTM D638-10.5. Width of the reduced section 
was 0.25  in with a length of 1.3 in and a thickness of 0.13 in. A 1-in-gauge-length extensometer, 
calibrated per the B-2 classification for determining modulus of elasticity, measured tensile strain 
up to 100%. Tensile specimens were preloaded to a minimum of 1 ft-lb at 0.05 in/min, then pulled at 
a  failure rate of 0.2 in/min. All of the equipment used during these tests was calibrated per applicable 
ASTM standards. Data derived from each tensile test include the following: 

• Ultimate tensile strength (σuts) is the load at fracture divided by the original cross-sectional area of 
the test specimen.

• Yield strength (σys) is the point at which the material begins to deform plastically (per ASTM 
D638-10, the “first point on the stress-strain curve at which an increase in strain occurs without an 
increase in stress”5). 

 – Some classes of materials exhibit behavior that makes it difficult to determine the yield stress. In 
these cases, yield stress may be defined as the stress that coincides with some specific amount of 
plastic deformation; e.g., 0.2% of the stressed length.

 – For the 3DP specimens, no yield is reported because the maximum and yield stresses are virtually 
coincident for ABS plastic.

• Modulus of elasticity (E) is the ratio of tensile stress to tensile strain, the slope of the line that rep-
resents the linear elastic portion of the stress-strain curve.

• Fracture elongation (%) is the ratio of the initial length of the specimen to the change in the length 
of the specimen measured following fracture. Elongation to failure is a measure of ductility.

The consolidated plot of all tensile data from phases I and II is shown in figure 20. Figure 21 plots 
the ground and flight tensile specimens from phase I on the same axis. Figure 22 shows the stress-
strain curves for phase II specimens only. Specific group comparisons are detailed in the next section.
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Figure 20.  Consolidated plot of stress/strain curves from phases I and II.
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Figure 22.  Plot of phase II tensile specimens. 

4.2.1  Comparative Analysis of Tensile Data

 4.2.1.1  Ultimate Tensile Strength Comparison.  The UTS corresponds to the strength at which 
the specimen breaks. Comparing the data sets using the scatterplot in figure 23 and the bar chart in 
figure 24 as a visual aid, it is apparent that phase I flight specimen UTS is slightly greater than all 
other groups. However, phase I flight specimens do exhibit some overlap with the phase II optimal 
data set (upper regions) and, specifically, the suboptimal phase II specimens, which suggests that 
mechanical performance data may be part of a single large, albeit variable, data set. Table 16 gives 
a  summary of UTS data.
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Figure 23.  Scatterplot comparing UTS for phases II and I tensile specimens.
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Figure 24.  Bar chart comparing the average UTS of all specimen groups.

Table 16.  Summary of UTS data. 

Specimen Set
Average Ultimate 

Tensile Strength (ksi)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 3.68 6.71
Phase II optimal 3.63 6.61
Phase II suboptimal 3.93 0.07
Phase I ground 3.46 1.71
Phase I flight 4.04 5.95
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 4.2.1.2  Elastic Modulus Comparison.  Comparing the specimen group means for elastic mod-
ulus, the flight specimens from phase I again seem distinct but also show some overlap with the 
suboptimal condition and the upper moduli ranges for the other specimen sets. The means of the 
phase  II flight specimens on the modulus metric are in family with the ground specimens. Since 
values within a specimen class tend to be closely clustered (and in some cases, values repeat), points 
within specimen classes have been ‘jittered’ (slightly offset) to render them distinct from other data 
points. Figures 25, 26, and table 17 summarize the modulus data.
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Figure 25.  Scatterplot of elastic modulus values from phases II 
and I tensile testing.
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Figure 26.  Bar chart of average elastic modulus values.

Table 17.  Summary of elastic modulus data.

Specimen Set
Average Modulus 

(msi)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.21 8.11
Phase II optimal 0.21 8.17
Phase II suboptimal 0.23 1.68
Phase I ground 0.21 0.95
Phase I flight 0.25 4.94

 4.2.1.3  Comparison of Fracture Elongation.  Phase I flight specimens exhibit a lower fracture 
elongation than other data sets. Fracture elongation, however, is a metric which typically exhibits 
a  very high degree of scatter for 3D printed polymer materials. In phase I, it was initially thought flight 
specimens exhibiting characteristically lower fracture elongation values may have become embrittled 
due to moisture absorption or other aging mechanisms, such as radiation effects. However, chemical 
analysis showed no differences in functional chemical groups or relative concentrations between the 
flight and ground specimens for phase I.7 Fracture elongation data are summarized in figures 27, 28, 
and table 18.
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Figure 27.  Scatterplot of fracture elongation values for phases II and I.  
For specimen F028, the exetensometer slipped and did not record 
failure. Measurements are accurate up to a maximum stress. 
Therefore, this fracture elongation was not used in analysis.
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Figure 28.  Bar chart of average fracture elongation values.
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Table 18.  Summary of fracture elongation data.

Specimen Set
Fracture Elongation 

(%)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 6.88 11.6
Phase II optimal 6.79 7.8
Phase II suboptimal 7.29 26.5
Phase I ground 5.93 12.3
Phase I flight 3.58 39.9

4.3  Compression Test Results

 Mechanical Test Facility personnel performed compression tests for the phase II ABS plas-
tic cylinders (dimensions 0.5 in diameter by 1 in long) under ambient (75 ºF, 0 psig) conditions. 
Specimens were placed between the platens of a ‘birdcage’ compression fixture and pulled in tension 
to create a compressive load on the specimen. A 1-in-gauge-length extensometer, calibrated to the 
required B-2 classification for estimating modulus of elasticity, was chosen to measure compressive 
strain up to 20%. Test conditions were identical to phase I, but in this case, the test was truncated at 
20% strain in order to preserve the structure of the specimen for further analysis. In phase I compres-
sion testing, data were truncated at 20% strain, but the specimens were tested until reaching a local 
maximum or at least 80% compressive strain, whichever occurred first. Material properties based on 
20% compressive strain are reported across all data sets. All of the equipment used during these tests 
was calibrated per applicable ASTM standards. Properties derived from the compression test include 
the following: 

• Maximum stress (σmax, 20%) (ksi) is the value of compressive stress that corresponds to 20% 
strain.

• Yield strength (σys) (ksi) is the point at which the material begins to deform plastically (the first 
point on the stress-strain curve at which an increase in strain occurs without an increase in stress). 

 – Yield stress is defined as the stress that coincides with some specific amount of plastic deforma-
tion. (ASTM D695-107 does not specify a yield offset; an offset of 0.6% of the stressed length 
was selected.)

• Compressive modulus of elasticity (E) (msi) is the ratio of the compressive stress applied to a  mate-
rial to the resulting compression.

The consolidated plot of all compression data from phases I and II is shown in figure 29. Figure  30 
plots the ground and flight tensile specimens from phase I on the same axis. Figure 31 shows the 
stress-strain curves for phase II specimens only. Specific group comparisons are detailed in the next 
section.
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Figure 29.  Consolidated plot of phases I and II compression stress/strain curves.
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Figure 30.  Plot of phase I ground and flight compression specimens.
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Figure 31.  Plot of phase II compression specimens.

4.3.1  Comparative Analysis of Compression Data

 4.3.1.1  Comparison of Maximum Compressive Stress.  Figures 32, 33, and table 19 compare 
maximum compressive stress at 20% strain across phases I and II data sets. Testing of phase  II 
specimens was truncated at 20% strain, while the phase I data set was run to 100% strain. (Only the 
values up to 20% are considered here.) Strengths are somewhat variable across groups and ground 
and flight specimens from phase I are somewhat distinct from all other groups considered. However, 
both phase I ground and flight exhibit overlap with the phase II data.
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Figure 32.  Scatterplot of maximum compressive stress values 
for phases II and I specimens (20% strain).
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Figure 33.  Bar chart comparing average compressive stress values 
(20% strain).

Table 19.  Summary of compressive stress data.

Specimen Set

Compressive Stress 
at 20% Strain 

(ksi)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 6.29 6.6
Phase II optimal 4.57 9.8
Phase II suboptimal 4.5 1.7
Phase I ground 7.45 5
Phase I flight 5.58 3.1
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 4.3.1.2  Comparison of Compressive Yield Stress.  Compressive yield stress across all specimen 
sets is summarized in figures 34, 35, and table 20. For this metric, ground and flight specimens are 
again somewhat distinct from one another and all other groups, although it is recognized that these 
specimens are at the extremes of the manufacturing processing envelope in terms of extruder stand-
off distance. There is some overlap in data sets for the lower range of the phase II specimens and the 
phase I flight specimens, which again suggest that all the data may be part of the same family. Vari-
ability among the sets may be compounded by differences in manufacturing process settings.
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Figure 34.  Scatterplot of compressive yield stress values 
for phases II and I specimens.
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Figure 35.  Bar chart comparing average compressive yield stress values.
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Table 20.  Summary of compressive yield strength data. 

Specimen Set

Yield Stress 
at 20% Strain 

(ksi)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 4.55 5.4
Phase II optimal 4.57 6
Phase II off-nominal 4.5 1.6
Phase I ground 5.42 7.9
Phase I flight 3.98 4.7

 4.3.1.3  Comparison of Compressive Modulus.  Comparative evaluation of compressive modu-
lus data (figs. 36, 37, and table 21) indicate ground specimens lie slightly outside the data ranges of 
all other specimen sets in terms of compressive modulus. These specimens were manufactured at 
a  farther extruder standoff distance than any other specimens considered in the study. However, the 
ground tensile specimens, also manufactured at this distance, were largely in family with other data 
sets from phase II. The trends and amount of variability observed in the data with known changes 
in manufacturing process settings may also be specific to the geometry of the test coupon. This find-
ing is corroborated by the extruder standoff distance study in reference 10, which considered tensile, 
compression, and layer quality specimens produced at various extruder standoff distances. Com-
parative evaluation of internal material structure with CT sheds additional light on the differences 
noted in mechanical testing.
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Figure 36.  Scatterplot of compressive modulus for phases II and I specimens. 
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Figure 37.  Bar chart comparing average compressive modulus.

Table 21.  Summary of compressive modulus data.

Specimen Set
Compressive Modulus 

(msi)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(%)
Phase II 0.18 13
Phase II optimal 0.18 13.5
Phase II off-nominal 0.16 4
Phase I ground 0.24 4.2
Phase I flight 0.16 9.4

4.4  Summary of Findings From Mechanical Testing

 In general, all tensile data appear to be broadly part of the same family. Compression data sets 
exhibit more variability, with the ground compression specimens manufactured as part of phase  I 
remaining somewhat distinct in terms of mechanical behavior from all other data sets. These speci-
mens were manufactured at the largest extruder standoff distance. Subsequent studies have failed to 
shed much additional light on the compression behavior observed in the phase I ground specimens, 
as a strong relationship between compression strength and extruder standoff distance was not indi-
cated in reference 10. Additionally, there is little change in compression performance among the 
flight prints with a change in the extruder setting. Structured light scanning and CT scanning have 
shown, based on phases I and II and ground-based study data with the flight equivalent printer, that 
compression specimen geometries have a higher incidence of voids, changes in density within the 
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specimen, and misruns than other specimen types. It is possible that manufacturing process vari-
ability associated with this particular geometry may result in a more variable data set. At the time 
of this writing, the relationship between manufacturing process settings and the potential impact 
on compression specimen performance is not well understood. Overall, mechanical test data are not 
strongly suggestive of a microgravity effect on material outcomes.
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5.  STRUCTURED LIGHT SCANNING

 Structured light scanning was conducted to create a detailed 3D rendering of the specimens.  
These data were used to characterize surface geometric variations between the printed part and the 
CAD model as well as to facilitate dimensional comparison across specimen sets of the same geom-
etry. Point cloud data from structured light were also used to obtain a value for the volume of the 
closed part surface used in the gravimetric density calculation in section 3.

5.1  Methodology

 The scanning was conducted at MSFC using the ATOS II Triple Scan blue light-emitting 
diode (LED) scanner. The scanner has an accuracy of ±12.7 mm at these volumes and the capability 
to capture stereoscopic images at a resolution of 5 million pixels per scan. The samples were coated 
in dry talcum powder (nonreactive with the ABS plastic) to reduce the reflectivity of the sample 
surfaces, thereby improving scan accuracy. The talcum powder grain size is ≈10 mm in diameter, 
and thus had little effect on the measurements made by the scanner. The software package that 
accompanies the ATOS scanner uses the stereoscopic images to capture the fringe pattern sent out 
from the central LED projector. The software triangulates all of the surface data using the grayscale 
pixels and black and white contrast from the fringe pattern to determine the shape of the geometry. 
Through this process, the software generates a complete 3D model of the object being scanned. 
The software also provides real-time feedback to indicate missing surface data which are captured 
during subsequent scans. The software package Geomagic was used to compare the virtual objects 
generated from the scans with both the corresponding CAD model used to make the print and cor-
responding geometries from other specimen sets. Geomagic reports dimensional variations from 
the reference specimen, which may be the CAD model or a part from another scan. Geomagic also 
calculates the volume of the printed parts from the scan data and makes geometric measurements of 
part features (length, height, diameter, etc.).

 For each specimen geometry, the data from the scans were compared in the following manner:

• CAD to optimal.  In this analysis, specimens of a particular geometry manufactured at the opti-
mum setting were compared with the CAD (reference) model. This analysis provides insight into 
how well the as-built specimen manufactured at the optimal extruder distance approximates the 
intended coupon geometry.

• CAD to suboptimal.  Specimens of a particular geometry manufactured at the suboptimal setting 
were compared with the CAD (reference) model. This analysis quantifies how much the as-built 
specimen manufactured at the suboptimal extruder standoff distance differs from the nominal 
CAD geometry.
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• Optimal to optimal.  This analysis compares specimens of a particular coupon type to other speci-
mens built at the same (optimal) manufacturing distance in a pairwise manner. It also provides 
an assessment of build-to-build repeatability in terms of dimensional accuracy for this particular 
process setting.

• Suboptimal to suboptimal.  This compares specimens of a particular coupon type built at the 
suboptimal extruder distance to other specimens also built at this condition in a pairwise manner. 
Data provide a way to assess build-to-build repeatability in terms of dimensional accuracy for the 
closer extruder setting.

• Suboptimal to optimal.  This analysis compares dimensions of specimens of the same geometry 
built at the suboptimal manufacturing setting to those produced at the optimal setting in a  pair-
wise manner. It indicates to what extent dimensional variation for a particular geometry may be 
impacted by a small change in the extruder distance.

 In addition to these analyses specific to the phase II prints, structured light scan data from 
phase I will also be compared with these results. Phase I results indicated warping of many speci-
mens, an effect particularly noted in the tensile geometries, which have a larger plan surface area in 
contact with the build tray. This is likely a result of uncontrolled cooling of the print on the build tray 
(3DP has an unheated bed). ABS also has a relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion, which 
allows internal stress relief  to occur prematurely. Within the context of the phase I data, a  farther 
extruder standoff distance seemed to exacerbate this effect, so slightly more warpage of the mate-
rial was observed in the ground prints from phase I. At the closer standoff distance commensurate 
with the phase I flight prints, many of the tensile specimens exhibited protrusions (material depos-
ited beyond the nominal CAD dimensions) in the vicinity of the first layers of the print. This was 
again observed in the extruder standoff distance study at the closer extruder settings. Based on SEM 
analyses from phase I, these protrusions served as reinforcing structures which served to artificially 
strengthen the flight tensile and flexure specimens, built at a closer distance than the ground prints. 
Protrusion can be seen as red spots around the bottom edge of the flight tensile sample in figure 38. 
Structured light scanning results from phase I and the subsequent ground-based study suggested 
most of the differences in geometry between flight and ground samples observed in phase I may be 
attributable to variation in the extruder standoff distance between the two phases of operation as 
well as differences in cooling rate, the latter finding suggested by the variable microstructures of the 
phase I specimens.
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Figure 38.  Flight flexure specimen from phase I. Protrusions 
(excess of material) appear as red regions on the 
structured light scanning color map.

5.2  Scan Data Comparisons

 A summary of data and findings from phase II structured light scanning are summarized in 
this section. Characteristic values for geometric variation are reported and compared for each speci-
men set and subsets. The maximum upper deviation and average (+) deviation correspond to the 
deviation of the geometry from the CAD model in the positive direction; i.e., outside the bounds of 
the model defined as the reference. The maximum deviation and average (–) refer to the deviation of 
the geometry from the model in the negative direction; i.e., to what extent the geometry falls inside 
the bounds of the model defined as the reference. The reference model, in many cases, is the CAD 
model. In instances where specimens are being compared directly with one another rather than the 
CAD model, the optimal manufactured specimen is usually defined as the reference. For comparison 
of suboptimal specimens with one another, the choice of the reference model is arbitrary.
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5.2.1  Tensile Specimens

 In general, the optimal tensile specimens from phase II show reasonably good agreement 
with the CAD model for the type IV tensile geometry from which they were constructed. As shown 
in figure 39, the largest variations from the nominal geometry are noted at the ends of the specimen 
(the grip section) and at the top of the gauge section. A positive deviation (yellow and red shading) 
indicates the as-built specimen extrudes outside the boundaries of the CAD model, while a negative 
deviation (blue) indicates the specimen is undersized relative to the CAD geometry. Green shading 
indicates the geometries are in agreement. Deviations are reported in inches.
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Figure 39.  Phase II optimal tensile geometries.

 While tensile specimens produced at the optimal manufacturing settings (fig. 39) are remark-
ably consistent with the CAD model, specimen F037 shows one larger protrusion relative to other 
specimens near the start of the print. (The point at which the print begins for a tensile specimen is 
indicated by the diagonal band of material near the transition from the grip section to the narrower 
cross section of the gauge.) The vast majority of the optimal tensile specimens show good agreement 
with the CAD model, although there is some negative deviation in the grip sections.

 The tensile specimens from phase II manufactured at the closer extruder standoff distance 
(shown in fig. 40) do not exhibit the same degree of warping and/or protrusions observed in the 
phase  I flight data set and the subsequent ground-based study. While this closer setting did yield 
a  suboptimal geometry in the initial calibration print for phase II operations, which led to the reduc-
tion in the z-calibration distance/increase in extruder standoff distance at which the ‘optimal’ prints 
were subsequently performed, the material produced in the subsequent tensile specimens at the closer 
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setting does not exhibit these same features. This is an unusual finding and is somewhat inconsistent 
with previous results, although SEM, discussed in a subsequent section, did reveal a densification of 
lower layers consistent with the phase I flight tensiles. In general, the deviations from the CAD model 
are approximately the same for the optimal and suboptimal manufacturing process setting. However, 
due to limited operations and constraints on crew time, only two tensile specimens were able to be 
built at the closer extruder setting. As with all flight data, the limitations imposed on the number of 
specimens that can be produced in an operations window make it difficult to draw conclusions and 
definitively assess dependencies.

F040A F043A F043B

F40_1800

Figure 40.  Phase II suboptimal tensile specimens.

 Comparisons of specimens made at the optimal distance with other specimens produced at 
the same setting show a high degree of similarity. A characteristic image from the optimal to optimal 
comparative analysis is shown in figure 41. The same is true for specimens produced at the subopti-
mal condition (fig. 42).

F028 to F033

F41_1800

Figure 41.  Example of a comparison of two optimally 
manufactured tensile specimens from phase II.

F043A to F043B

F42_1800
Figure 42.  Example of a comparison of two tensile 

specimens from phase II manufactured  
at the suboptimal manufacturing setting.
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 The suboptimal to optimal specimen analyses provide a ‘between class’ assessment of dimen-
sional variation and is the analysis best poised to assess the variation in geometry, which can result 
from variation in the extruder standoff distance (fig. 43). Changes in specimen geometry as a  result 
of changes in the commanded position of the build tray relative to the extruder tip in phase  I were 
hypothesized to create protrusions and additional material buildup for some specimens which 
enhanced the strength of the flight parts. This was not clearly observed in the phase II structured 
light scanning data but is indicated in other analyses (refer to the sections on SEM and CT). Some 
representative images from this analysis shown in figure 43 indicate a reasonably good correlation 
between geometries produced at the suboptimal and optimal settings for phase II.

F03A to F038A

F043A to F033 F043B to F033

F043B to F038A

F43_1800
Figure 43.  Comparison of specimens manufactured at the optimal condition to 

specimens manufactured at the suboptimal specimen from phase II. 

 An isometric view of the structured light scans of the phase I ground tensile specimens appear 
in figure 44 and the flight tensile specimens are shown in figure 45. Comparing the phase I specimens 
with phase II, it is evident that the phase I prints in some instances exhibit greater dimensional 
variation from the CAD model. The additional geometric variation may be attributable to small, 
nonsystematic changes in extruder distance in the phase I flight prints and the unoptimized extruder 
setting for the ground prints. Build-to-build variability inherent in operation of any manufacturing 
hardware is also a contributing factor.
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Figure 44.  Ground tensile specimens from phase I.
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Figure 45.  Flight tensile specimens from phase I.
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 A quantitative analysis of dimensional variation across various data sets is summarized in 
table 22. While there are differences between specimen sets in terms of the distribution of deviation, 
as evidenced by the structured light scanning color maps discussed above, the average quantitative 
metrics are remarkably consistent across specimen sets.

Table 22.  Summary of quantitative tensile scan data from structured light scanning.

Specimen Set

Average Maximum 
Upper Deviation

(in)

Average Maximum 
Lower Deviation

(in)

Average Deviation (+) 
From CAD

(in) 

Average Deviation (–) 
From CAD

(in)
Optimal tensile to CAD, 
phase II flight

0.189 –0.224 0.005 –0.012

Suboptimal tensile to 
CAD, phase II flight

0.146 –0.224 0.005 –0.001

Ground specimens to 
CAD, phase I

0.147 –0.218 0.007 –0.009

Flight specimens to CAD, 
phase I

0.198 –0.223 0.005 –0.01

5.2.2  Compression Specimens

 Specimens manufactured at the optimal extruder setting during phase II flight operations are 
shown in figure 46. The large areas of blue shading indicate that many specimens are very slightly 
undersized (on the order of 0.01 in) relative to the CAD model. Closer examination of the top of 
some cylindrical specimens show evidence of voids (missing material) and misruns (errors in filament 
layup), also noted in the CT and SEM analyses. The largest deviations from the CAD model are typi-
cally at the top, or sometimes the base, of the cylindrical specimen.
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Figure 46.  Comparison of compression specimens built at the optimal distance 
with the CAD model.

 Scan data from compression specimens built at the suboptimal manufacturing condition are  
shown in figure 47.

F041A F041B F041C

F47_1800
Figure 47.  Comparison of phase II compression specimens built 

at the suboptimal distance with the CAD model.

 Comparison of specimens built at the optimal condition to one another demonstrate good 
correlation, with deviations observed primarily at the outer contours of the cylinder faces at the base 
and top of the specimens. Figure 48 shows two images from scan data that are characteristic of this 
analysis.
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F031A to F031B F035C to F031B

F48_1800

Figure 48.  Comparison of compression specimens from phase II built 
at the optimal manufacturing setting.

 Suboptimal specimens (specimens produced at the slightly reduced extruder standoff dis-
tance) were also compared with one another. The color mappings (the image in fig. 49 is characteris-
tic) showed strong within-class similarity.

F49_1800

F041A to F041C

Figure 49.  Comparison of compression specimens from phase II, 
both of which were built at the suboptimal manufac-
turing setting.

 The suboptimal to optimal specimen comparisons showed larger deviations in geometric data 
than the tensile specimens (fig. 50). Regions of red, yellow, and blue in these images suggest that 
extruder standoff distance may have a stronger influence on compression specimen geometry than 
other specimens considered in the phase I and phase II flight prints.
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F031A to F041A F031A to F041B

F041B to F035A

F50_1800Figure 50.  Geometric comparison of specimens manufactured at the 
optimal and suboptimal manufacturing settings for phase II.

 Compression specimens from phase I ground and flight prints with the CAD model are shown 
for comparison in figures 51 and 52, respectively.

G005 G013 G016

F51_1800

Figure 51.  Comparison of ground specimens with the CAD model.

F005 F013 F016

F52_1800

Figure 52.  Comparison of phase I flight specimens with the CAD model.
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 Quantitative data for the compression specimen geometric analysis is summarized in table 23. 
While the distribution of deviations; i.e., the regions where peak deviations occur, is slightly different 
for each specimen set, overall average dimensional variation is consistent across specimen sets.

Table 23.  Summary of quantitative compression scan data from phases I and II. 

Specimen Set

Average Maximum 
Upper Deviation

(in)

Average Maximum 
Lower Deviation

(in)

Average Deviation (+) 
From CAD 

(in)

Average Deviation (–) 
From CAD

(in) 
Optimal compression  
to CAD, phase II flight

0.045 –0.05 0.003 –0.004

Suboptimal compression 
to CAD, phase II flight

0.048 –0.05 0.004 –0.005

Ground specimens  
to CAD, phase I

0.012 –0.05 0.001 –0.003

Flight specimens to CAD, 
phase I

0.037 –0.049 0.003 –0.005

5.2.3  Layer Quality Specimens

 Figure 53 shows the structured light scanning color maps of phase II specimens produced at 
optimal conditions (top row) as well as those produced at suboptimal conditions (bottom row). As 
with the compression specimens, which are geometrically similar to layer quality specimens in height 
and their footprint on the build tray, the layer quality specimens manufactured at the optimal condi-
tions show good agreement with the CAD model. The blue areas on the structured light scan plots 
correspond to a slightly undersized geometry on the vertical seams/corners of the specimen. The 
lack of a heated bed may contribute to this material shrinkage. Specimen F034A has some protrud-
ing material along the edges of the specimen at the top layer, which is reflected quantitatively in the 
specimen’s larger upper deviation measurement relative to other specimens in this set.
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Figure 53.  Comparison of layer quality specimens from phase II with the CAD 
model: Top row: Comparison of layer quality specimens manufactured 
at the optimal extruder settings to the prescribed geometry. Bottom 
row: Comparison of layer quality specimens manufactured at the 
slightly closer extruder settings to their intended geometry.

 The layer quality specimens F042A, F042B, and F042C, manufactured at the suboptimal 
extruder setting, also show good agreement with the CAD model. Overall, layer quality specimens 
from phase II do not demonstrate significant dimensional differences between the suboptimal and 
optimal manufacturing settings. Areas of red shading, indicating larger deviations, were observed at 
the base of specimen F042B. 

 Specimens produced at the optimal extruder setting exhibit dimensions that are generally 
consistent with other specimens built at this distance (fig. 54 is characteristic).

F034A to F034B

F54_1800
Figure 54.  Characteristic comparison of phase II layer 

quality specimens manufactured at optimal 
settings to one another.
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 Specimens built at the suboptimal condition also have strong dimensional correlation with 
other specimens in this subclass. Relatively larger deviations in alignment of the models are concen-
trated at the specimen base (fig. 55).

F042A to F042B

F55_1800

Figure 55.  Characteristic comparison of phase II layer 
quality specimens manufactured at subopti-
mal extruder distances with one another.

 The comparison of specimens built at the closer extruder setting with those constructed at the 
nominal value shows some dimensional variation between the specimens, with the most significant 
variations present in the base layers (fig. 56).

F034B to F042B F034A to F042B

F56_1800
Figure 56.  Geometric comparison of specimens from phase II manufactured 

at the optimal condition to those manufactured at a closer 
extruder setting. 

 Structured light scans of ground and flight specimens from phase I are shown in figure 57 for 
comparison. Specimens are plotted against the CAD geometry. Only a single-layer quality specimen 
was produced as part of each ground and flight printing campaign in phase I. Table 24 summarizes 
phases I and II qualitative layer quality scan data.
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F003 G003

F57_1800
Figure 57.  Comparison of layer quality specimens from phase I  

with the CAD model. F003 is a flight specimen and G003 
is a ground-manufactured specimen.

Table 24.  Summary of quantitative layer quality scan data from phases I and II.

Specimen Set

Average Maximum 
Upper Deviation

(in)

Average Maximum 
Lower Deviation

(in)

Average Deviation (+) 
From CAD

(in) 

Average Deviation (–) 
From CAD

(in) 
Optimal layer quality  
to CAD, phase II flight

0.015 –0.056 0.002 0.004

Suboptimal layer quality 
to CAD, phase II flight

0.048 –0.05 0.004 –0.005

Ground specimens  
to CAD, phase I*

0.011 –0.06 0.002 –0.004

Flight specimens to CAD, 
phase I*

0.02 –0.58 0.002 –0.004

* Only one specimen printed as part of phase I operations.

5.3  Key Findings

 Overall, structured light scanning results suggest the geometry of the parts is part of a single 
family of data. For the phase II prints, geometric variation of the resulting specimen relative to the 
CAD model is not incredibly sensitive to differences in manufacturing processing conditions changed 
during the course of operations. There are some inconsistencies in the incidence and magnitude of fea-
tures such as surface voids and misruns among compression specimens. However, these inconsistencies 
are present in all data sets and are not specific to the compression specimens produced in microgravity. 
Any subtle variations in geometry are thus likely attributable to differences in extruder distance and 
build-to-build variability rather than the influence of microgravity on the printing process.
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6.  COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

 Results of CT scans of phase II specimens are detailed in this section. Data are compared to 
scans of phase I specimens where appropriate.

6.1  Methodology

 As with the phase I samples, CT imaging was performed using a microfocus x-ray tube and 
digital detector panel. Computed tomography is a volumetric inspection method that produces images 
of cross sections of the inspected material. Each ‘CT slice’ provides a visual depiction of material 
structure and density at a specific plane in the part. For example, CT slices taken on a plane parallel to 
the face of a cube will be square images, while CT slices taken perpendicular to the long axis of a  cyl-
inder would be a circular image. Individual slices taken at successive steps through the volume of   the 
inspected part can be reconstructed into a data volume depicting the 3D structure and density of  
the inspected part, and subsequently manipulated to reveal internal configuration of the part. 

 For phase II, only a subset of tensile and compression specimens was analyzed using CT. 
Specifically, three optimal compression specimens (F028, F033, and F038A) were compared with 
one another and with three specimens manufactured at a suboptimal extruder distance (F043A, 
F043B, and F043C). For the tensile specimen analysis, three tensile specimens were compared with 
one another (F028, F033, and F038A) and with two specimens (F043A and F043B) manufactured 
at the suboptimal (closer extruder) setting. Each specimen required two scans to capture the full 
volume due to CT scanner size limitations. Scans A and B each correspond to half  of the specimen. 
Phase II specimen CT data were compared with phase I data where appropriate. 

 Direct quantitative comparisons between phases I and II were largely precluded by a soft-
ware upgrade to the microfocus CT unit that occurred between the phase I and phase II evaluation, 
although an algorithm to convert between scales was developed and the phase II data were re- 
analyzed to facilitate comparison. In the CT software module used to scan the phase I specimens, 
each discrete CT number was on a scale of zero—no density, full x-ray penetration to 65,535—
impenetrable density, no x-ray penetration. These numbers represent a gray level among the 16-bit 
data that form the image. For phase II, the scale was reduced to a very small fraction of 1. The origi-
nal equipment manufacturer for the microfocus CT unit has indicated that no precise conversion fac-
tor is readily available to map these two numbers onto the same relative scale. For this reason, phase  I 
and phase II comparisons are primarily qualitative, although quantitative comparisons enabled by 
the conversion algorithm are reported for completeness.
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 The output of the phase II analysis consists of CT slices and a reconstructed data volume 
representing the radiographic density and geometric configuration of each specimen. Each sample’s 
data set was analyzed using Volume Graphics VGSTUDIO software. For phase II specimens, solid 
ABS disks of known density were scanned along side each sample to provide a reference value for 
the CT density number (a unitless measurement corresponding to the combined influence of physi-
cal density and x-ray absorption in the cross section of the sample material). In addition to the mean 
CT number, density for each specimen is expressed as a proportion of known physical density of the 
solid ABS. For phase I samples, only the mean CT (raw value output by the software) was consid-
ered, as a specimen of known density was not scanned alongside the part. While mean CT is valuable 
for relative comparisons between specimens, it does not readily permit comparison of the specimen 
to a ‘true’ bulk density value for the base material. In the phase I data, only mean CT values were 
considered since a conversion from mean CT to gravimetric density was not possible for the phase I 
specimen set.

 The procedure for analysis of a specimen and calculation of relative density of the specimen 
compared to solid ABS is as follows (used for all specimens in phase II, and with the exception of 
scanning the bulk ABS disc of known density alongside the part, does not differ significantly from 
phase I analysis procedures):

 (1)  A region of interest in the CT volume image of the specimen, drawn to encapsulate the 
maximum possible volume within the specimen without including surrounding air or supporting 
material, is selected.

 (2)  VGStudio’s volume analyzer tool measures the mean CT number of the selected volume 
in the specimen and records the mean value.

 (3)  A region of interest in the CT volume image of the solid ABS reference disk, drawn such 
that the volume is contained within the ABS disk without including the volume of the test specimen, 
supporting structures, or inherent artifacts in the outer perimeter of the CT image, is selected. The 
mean CT value for this volume is recorded.

 (4)  The ratio of the mean CT number of the specimen volume to the mean CT number of the 
solid ABS reference disk is calculated. To estimate the physical density of the specimen, this ratio is 
multiplied with the known physical density of the ABS reference disk.

 (5)  Each CT slice is visually reviewed. Images of identified anomalies are recorded. Regions 
of anomalies and trends in images are also noted.

The output of the CT analysis was a calculated ratio of CT numbers of each sample and the refer-
ence ABS disk and images in 2D, 3D, or both, as appropriate to describe the type and location of 
anomalies detected in the course of the analysis.
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6.2  Results of Computed Tomography Analysis

 The analyzed samples for phase II were in two categories:

 (1)   Cylindrical compression test specimens (F031B, F035B, F035C, F041A, F041B, and 
F041C). F041 specimens were manufactured at the suboptimal manufacturing process setting.

 (2)   Rectangular tensile test specimens (F028, F033, F038A, F043A, and F043B). Specimens 
F043A and F043B were manufactured at the suboptimal manufacturing process setting.

 In an analysis step, distinct from phase I, as noted previously, the procedure included com-
parison of the CT numbers output by the CT software to those collected from a solid, conventionally 
manufactured disk of ABS that was scanned in the same CT scan as the specimens for categories (1) 
and (2). The ratio of CT numbers for the printed material to those for the solid material should cor-
relate approximately linearly to the difference in bulk physical densities between the two materials.  
An estimate of the bulk physical densities of the printed part can then be obtained by multiplying the 
calculated ratio of CT densities by a known density of the solid ABS obtained by other methods.

 Review of the individual CT slices revealed a large number of features that may not be detri-
mental to performance or integrity of the printed hardware. Because their impact on material perfor-
mance is unknown, they have not been characterized as defects. Rather, they are considered evident 
irregularities or anomalies that are visible in CT and fall into one of a few categories:

 (1)   Voids—rounded gaps in printed layers that may persist vertically in the z-direction (usually 
the symmetry axis of the printed part).

 (2)   Misruns—print lines that cross over adjacent lines.

 (3)   High-density inclusions—particles of higher density than the baseline ABS density.

It must be emphasized that none of these features are known to be a defect but were instead identi-
fied for their apparent deviation from observed baseline material uniformity and/or geometry. They 
have been documented in this TP for the purpose of assisting either diagnosis of performance varia-
tions in mechanical testing or characterizing performance of the varying printing parameters used to  
produce the specimens.

6.2.1  Computed Tomography Analysis of Phase II Tensile Specimens

 Table 25 summarizes the quantitative CT data for analysis of the phase II tensile specimens. 
The specimens range from 93% to 98% of ABS’s injection molded density (calculation based on the 
mean CT value of a disc of conventionally manufactured ABS scanned alongside each specimen), 
which stands in good agreement with the gravimetric density measurements derived from structured 
light scanning, which provides a closed part volume, and mass measurement. There is very little 
change noted in relative density values from the average density of the specimen set. The density of 
all the phase II tensile specimens is remarkably consistent with only a 1% standard deviation in the 
bulk sample values. Comparing relative densities between the tensile sets produced at the optimal 
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setting (F028, F033, and F038A) and suboptimal setting (F043A and F043B), there was a slight 
trend toward lower-than-average relative density in the former set and higher-than-average density 
in the latter set. This is consistent with the phase I findings, where parts produced at closer extruder 
distances exhibited slightly higher densities and mechanical performance. While specimen sets are 
small, this provides further supporting evidence that the differences observed in phase I were an arti-
fact of differences in manufacturing process settings rather than a microgravity effect.

Table 25.  Summary of CT scan data for phase II tensile specimens.

Specimen 
ID No. Bulk Sample* Bulk ABS* Ratio to ABS Delta From Average Voids Misruns Inclusions

F028 side A 0.0215218 0.02273989 0.946434 –0.01146526 10 1 –
F028 side B 0.0212206 0.02273989 0.933188 –0.024710706 12 – –
F033 side A 0.0216829 0.02273989 0.953518 –0.004380793 11 2 3
F033 side B 0.0216467 0.02273989 0.951926 –0.005972709 9 – –
F038A side A 0.0217699 0.02273989 0.957344 –0.000554917 8 2 –
F038A side B 0.0218956 0.02273989 0.962872 0.004972814 10 – 1
F043A side A 0.0219159 0.02273989 0.963765 0.005865518 8 2 1
F043A side B 0.0222339 0.02273989 0.977749 0.019849754 8 1 1
F043B side A 0.0220158 0.02273989 0.968158 0.010258679 6 1 6
F043B side B 0.021922 0.02273989 0.964033 0.006133769 5 – 8
* Values are relative and unitless and indicate the x-ray absorption. Higher values correspond to more absorption; thus, a higher value 

indicates higher physical density.

 Variation of the number of features (voids, misruns, or inclusions) for the tensile specimens 
was also small across the phase II tensile data set. Perhaps most importantly, there was no evident 
trend in the number of voids or misruns when comparing sample set F028, F033, and F038A to set 
F043A and F043B. This is illustrated in figure 58. The number of inclusions (higher density material 
imbedded within the sample or on its outside surface) was small except for sample F043B, which had 
14 detected inclusions. There is no other observable trend in the number of inclusions in the tensile 
samples.
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F58_1800Figure 58.  Comparison of the number of voids, misruns, and inclusions 
detected in the subset of the phase II tensile specimens.
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 Characteristic images of the tensile specimens considered in the phase II CT analysis are 
shown in figure 59 (x-y plane) and figure 60 (x-z plane). While there are no noticeable differences in 
tensile specimens in figure 59, the specimens manufactured at the closer extruder distance in figure  60 
(F043A and F043B) exhibit slight protrusions at the base of the specimens and densification of lower 
layers, a finding consistent with SEM results and phase I flight specimens, manufactured at a  similar 
process setting. There is no known change in the process for specimen 43B that could explain the 
much greater incidence of inclusions (defined as the presence of particles of higher density than the 
known ABS density) for this specimen relative to other specimens (both tensile and compression) 
analyzed. Additional images of CT slices from the tensile specimens appear in figure  61.
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Figure 59.  Characteristic cross-sectional images of tensile specimens in the x-y plane. 
Void or misrun number identifies the nth void or misrun found in that 
particular specimen. Specimens (a)–(c) were manufactured at the optimal 
extruder distance, while specimens (d)–(e) were intentionally manufactured 
at a closer extruder setting.
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Figure 60.  Characteristic cross-sectional images of tensile specimens in the x-z plane. 
Void, misrun, or inclusion number identifes the nth void, misrun, or inclu-
sion found in that particular specimen. Specimens (a)–(c) were manufac-
tured at the optimal extruder distance, while specimens (d)–(e) were 
intentionally manufactured at a closer extruder setting. The base of the 
specimen lies near the top of the image.  
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Figure 61.  Characteristic cross-sectional images of tensile specimens in the y-z plane. 
Void or misrun number identifies the nth void or misrun found in that 
particular specimen. Specimens (a)–(c) were manufactured at the optimal 
extruder distance, while specimens (d)–(e) were intentionally manufactured 
at a closer extruder setting. No clear trends in the specimens are noted.

6.2.2  Computed Tomography Analysis of Phase II Compression Specimens

 Table 26 summarizes the quantitative data from CT analysis of the compression specimens. 
The ratio to density of injection molded ABS for the compression specimens ranges from 0.92 (92% 
of bulk ABS density in the printed specimen) to 0.99. In contrast to the tensile specimens, there was 
a discernable trend of different numbers of voids and misruns in the two sets of compression samples 
(fig. 62). Comparing the set F031B, F035B, and F035C to F041A, F041B, and F041C, a larger num-
ber of both voids and misruns were noted in the latter set. In comparing relative density with respect 
to solid ABS between sets of samples, there was a slight trend in comparing the optimally manufac-
tured compression set F031B, F035B, and F035C to suboptimal F041A, F041B, and F041C, with 
relative densities slightly higher than the overall average in the former set and slightly lower than the 
overall average in the latter set. This is consistent with the phase I finding, suggesting that compres-
sion specimens produced at a too close extruder distance are slightly less dense and slightly weaker 
on the metric of compressive strength than specimens produced at a farther extruder distance.
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Table 26.  Summary of CT scan data for phase II compression specimens.

Sample 
ID No. Bulk Sample* Bulk ABS* Ratio to ABS Delta From Average Voids Misruns Inclusions

F031B side A 0.0212304 0.0227312 0.933976209 –0.01478495 29 14 1
F031B side B 0.0212718 0.0227469 0.935151603 –0.013609556 33 19 5
F035B side A 0.0224517 0.0226597 0.990820708 0.042059549 31 9 5
F035B side B 0.0213097 0.0221156 0.963559659 0.0147985 26 14 1
F035C side A 0.0220072 0.0230108 0.956385697 0.007624538 32 29 6
F035C side B 0.0218651 0.0228215 0.95809215 0.009330991 39 20 3
F041A side A 0.0212412 0.0230395 0.921947091 –0.026814068 46 27 1
F041A side B 0.0218558 0.0228031 0.958457403 0.009696244 48 24 2
F041B side A 0.0212098 0.0226815 0.935114521 –0.013646638 45 23 2
F041B side B 0.0214367 0.0228406 0.93853489 –0.010226269 42 21 1
F041C side A 0.0214168 0.022743 0.941687552 –0.007073607 51 23 5
F041C side B 0.0215896 0.0226923 0.951406424 0.002645265 47 27 1
* Values are relative and unitless and indicate the x-ray absorption. Higher values correspond to more absorption; thus, a higher value 

indicates higher physical density.
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F62_1800Figure 62.  Comparison of number of voids, misruns, and inclusions 
detected in a subset of the phase II compression specimens.

 Characteristic images of the compression specimens considered in the phase II CT analysis 
are shown in figure 63 (circular cross sections of specimens in the x-y plane) and figure 64 (rectangu-
lar cross section in the x-z plane). No clear trends are noted expect for an increase in the number of 
misruns for specimens manufactured at the closer extruder setting. These misruns are more prevalent 
in the x-y plane. 
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Figure 63.  Characteristic cross-sectional images of compression specimens in the x-y 
plane. Numbers associated with a void, inclusion, or misrun identify  
the nth feature found in that particular specimen. Specimens (a)–(c) were 
manufactured at the optimal extruder distance, while specimens (d)–(f) 
were intentionally manufactured at a closer extruder setting.
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Figure 64.  Characteristic cross-sectional images of compression specimens in the x-z 
plane. Numbers associated with a void, inclusion, or misrun identify  
the nth feature found in that particular specimen. Specimens (a)–(c) were 
manufactured at the optimal extruder distance, while specimens (d)–(f) 
were intentionally manufactured at a closer extruder setting.

6.2.3  Comparison With Phase I Computed Tomography Data

 Computed tomography analysis was performed for all flight and ground specimens from 3DP 
phase I. The key finding from CT analysis from the first phase of operations was that the bulk densi-
ties of the flight and ground articles (mean CT value) did not differ significantly. Density gradients in 
the through-thickness of specimens in the build direction were observed, and this variation seemed 
to be more pronounced for flight tensile specimens built at a closer extruder standoff distance than 
the ground specimens. For some phase I specimens, the bottom half  of specimens were generally 
more dense than the top half, but the density variation between these regions was not found to be 
statistically significant. Review of the initial raw images from the CT scans (shown in fig. 65) confirm 
that the density of the material decreased as vertical distance from the build start point increased. 
Observation of this feature in the phase  II specimens was not noted during the analysis. Its absence 
could be attributed to improved process controls for phase II operations, which represent more of 
a  ‘locked’ manufacturing process than procedures executed in phase I.
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Figure 65.  Raw image from CT scan of flight tensile coupon (F004) showing density 

differences between the upper and lower half  of the specimen.

 The phase II compression and tensile sets were compared with analogous specimens from the 
previous sample set. Phase I includes both flight prints and ground prints, the latter made with the 
printer prior to its launch to the ISS. Quantitative comparison of density between phase I and phase  II 
specimens was complicated by software upgrades to the microfocus CT unit between phase I and 
phase II specimen analysis, which resulted in the raw density data (mean CT) being reported on dra-
matically different scales. A method to readily convert between the mean CT range output by the pre-
vious software (zero for no density and full x-ray penetration to 65,000 for impenetrable density) and 
the range output in phase II (on a 1.0 scale) was developed to facilitate comparison of specimen sets 
of the same geometry. Table 27 summarizes the mean CT values for all tensile specimens analyzed to 
date. Group comparisons are shown in the bar chart in figure 66. When considered on the same scale 
(the zero to 65,000 scale used in phase I analysis), phase II specimens have slightly lower mean CT  
values than phase I specimens and the suboptimal specimens have a significantly lower mean 
CT  value. This is inconsistent with gravimetric density results reported in section 3 and may call into 
question the efficacy of the scale conversion method. (The most robust technique would be to rescan 
phase I specimens using the upgraded software.)

Table 27.  Mean CT values for tensile 
specimens from phases I and II. 

Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type Mean CT

G004 side A Ground phase I 44,111
G004 side B Ground phase I 35,964
G012 side A Ground phase I 35,207
G012 side B Ground phase I 39,667
G015 side A Ground phase I 22,582
G015 side B Ground phase I 38,424
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Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type Mean CT

G018 side A Ground phase I 36,747
G018 side B Ground phase I 35,439
F004 side A Flight phase I 45,717
F004 side B Flight phase I 38,777
F012 side A Flight phase I 36,113
F012 side B Flight phase I 39,452
F015 side A Flight phase I 34,640
F015 side B Flight phase I 39,153
F018 side A Flight phase I 40,201
F018 side B Flight phase I 40,288
F028 side A Flight phase II— optimal 40,988
F028 side B Flight phase II— optimal 45,707
F033 side A Flight phase II— optimal 10,031
F033 side B Flight phase II— optimal 38,658
F038A side A Flight phase II— optimal 42,283
F038A side B Flight phase II— optimal 31,452
F043A side A Flight phase II— suboptimal 41,182
F043A side B Flight phase I— suboptimal 12,211
F043B side A Flight phase II— suboptimal 18,552
F043B side B Flight phase II— suboptimal 28,090
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Figure 66.  Comparison of characteristic mean CT values for tensile 
specimens across specimen sets.

Table 27.  Mean CT values for tensile specimens 
from phases I and II (Continued). 
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 Table 28 tabulates the mean CT values (converted to the same scale) for phase I and phase II 
compression specimens. In addition to differences in the software scale, which required development 
of a sophisticated conversion technique for the phase II data set to facilitate comparisons, phase II 
compression specimens were scanned in two sections to increase the fidelity of the data. Figure 67 
compares the average CT value for specimen groups. Phase II flight specimens have lower mean CT 
values than phase I specimens. Specimens manufactured at the suboptimal setting also have lower 
mean CT values than other compression specimens. These findings are somewhat inconsistent with 
gravimetric density comparisons, where the phase I flight specimens had a lower density than all 
other groups. There is also substantially greater variation in the CT numbers for the phase II parts 
after conversion to the original scale (zero to 65,000, with the latter corresponding to full x-ray pen-
etration). The reason for this is not well understood and was not noted in the phase II data prior to 
scale conversion.

Table 28.  Mean CT values for compression 
specimens from phases I and II.

Specimen 
ID No. Specimen Type Mean CT

G005 Ground phase I 29,238
G013 Ground phase I 26,709
G016 Ground phase I 27,369
F005 Flight phase I 28,332
F013 Flight phase I 29,704
F016 Flight phase I 29,739
F031B side A Flight phase II— optimal 22,022
F031B side B Flight phase II— optimal 14,244
F035B side A Flight phase II— optimal 27,369
F035B side B Flight phase II— optimal 18,641
F035C side A Flight phase II— optimal 17,704
F035C side B Flight phase II— optimal 21,232
F041A side A Flight phase II— suboptimal 16,546
F041A side B Flight phase II— suboptimal 19,173
F041B side A Flight phase II— suboptimal 5,507
F041B side B Flight phase II— suboptimal 6,576
F041C side A Flight phase II— suboptimal 19,626
F041C side B Flight phase II— suboptimal 30,119
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Figure 67.  Comparison of characteristic mean CT values for compression 
specimens across specimen sets.

 Given the differences in scale, equipment, and scanning techniques between phase I and 
phase  II specimen analysis, qualitative comparisons are, in this instance, more meaningful. Quali-
tative comparisons of phase II compression and tensile specimens with phase I specimens reveal 
several important similarities. Type II voids, which are observed between infill and contour and 
occur when the infill material does not fully attach to the contour material, are common to the FDM 
process. Type I voids, also noted in all specimen sets, are created by machine error in the placement 
of extruded filament. Since voids are detected in all specimen sets and there does not appear to be 
a  clear, discernable trend in the size or frequency of voids among specimens, their presence cannot 
be definitively attributed to operation of the FDM process in the microgravity environment. Instead, 
any slight differences in the number of voids (e.g., the increase in voids observed for compression 
specimens manufactured at a closer extruder distance in phase II specimens) are hypothesized to be 
related to changes in process settings or, in other cases, simply build-to-build variability. In phase I, 
the type, number, and distribution of voids was not significantly different between ground and flight 
specimen sets. Additionally, variations in density are small across the data sets (phase I ground, 
phase I flight, and phase II flight).

 Computed tomography is a powerful tool for analysis of additively manufactured specimens 
and provides insight into the internal structure of material produced with the FDM process, both on 
Earth and in a microgravity environment. Ultimately, the CT analysis work conducted in support of 
phases I and II is not suggestive of engineering significant microgravity effects on material outcomes.
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7.  MICROSCOPY

 As for phase I, SEM analysis was performed on the phase II flight tensile, layer quality speci-
mens, calibration coupons, and compression specimens. Previous SEM work on 3DP (using ground 
and flight specimens from phase I operations) appears in reference 7, but a summary is also included 
here since it was not part of the volume I TP and was instead published as an academic journal 
article.

7.1  Review of Phase I Scanning Electron Microscopy Findings

 Stress-strain plots of the phase I ground- and ISS-processed samples in tension revealed two 
distinct classes of data.6 The flight specimens were stronger and stiffer than their ground counter-
parts, with one anomalous flight specimen (F004) that exhibited behavior somewhat in family with 
the ground specimens. Weights and densities of the ground and flight specimens, however, showed 
only minimal variations. A comparison of the top surfaces of tensile specimens showed structural 
differences within both the terrestrially processed and ISS-built specimens. In general, ground sam-
ple surfaces were more open, an indication that these specimens were built with the extruder tip too 
far from the build tray (fig. 68). For two of the flight tensile specimens (F004 and F018), the part 
clearly stuck to the build tray, and subsequent removal resulted in a layer or two delaminating from 
the sample at a paddle end.

(b)
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Figure 68.  Image of (a) G012 which has an open surface structure compared 
with image of (b) F012, which has a closed surface structure.

 A general comparison of the fracture surfaces of the ground and flight tensile specimens 
in SEM revealed the presence of open, central fibers in the ground specimens with a dense fiber 
agglomeration on the sides. For the flight specimens, the fiber structure was less open (more bonded) 
in the central cross section and the dense fiber agglomeration was noted on the sides and the bottom 
of the specimens (fig. 69). The fiber fracture surfaces appear typically glassy brittle in nature. These 
structural variations within and between ground and flight specimens likely account for differences 
in measured mechanical properties and are likely a result of different processing conditions (notably 
the z-calibration value) between the ground and flight specimens. The difference in processing condi-
tions precludes ascertaining subtle microgravity influences between Earth and ISS specimens.
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Figure 69.  Cross sections of (a) G004 and (b) F012, which reveal the more densely 
bonded cross section and dense fiber agglomeration noted on the sides 
and bottom of the specimen for the flight tensile specimens. 

 The higher performance of the flight tensile specimens may be explained by fiber orientation 
and strength considerations. Zieman et al. found that parts with a longitudinal raster orientation (0) 
have a greater mean yield strength than those with other layups (45/–45, 45, 90).11 The ground and 
flight tensile specimens were made in a 45/–45 orientation, but the bonding on the edges of the flight 
specimens creates a zero degree fiber orientation (fig. 70). More fiber bonding on the bottom of the 
flight specimens also helps to strengthen the part, likely a consequence of the closer extruder stand-
off distances for the flight prints.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 70.  Illustration of fiber orientation of flight prints: Prints were built  
at (b) 45º/–45º layup, but agglomeration on sides is similar to  
(a) 0º degree orientation. Result is a structure that is closer to  
(c) and could potentially explain the greater strength and reduced 
ductility of the flight prints.
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 The lower percent elongation and the greater strength of the flight specimens may be explained 
based on the initial state of the material and its structure. The tensile strength of F004, which was 
in family with the ground specimens, was hypothesized to be attributable to the irregularity of the 
specimen cross section. The protrusion at the bottom of the specimen and the dense fiber agglomera-
tions for the flight prints made it difficult to obtain a characteristic cross-sectional area to be used in 
strength calculations. If  a revised cross section is defined based on SEM, the flight specimen exhibits 
a strength that is in family with the ground specimens.

7.1.1  Phase I Calibration Coupons

 The calibration coupons, which had a sparser fill than the other specimens, were better poised 
to answer the question of microgravity effects. External examination of the surface specimens showed 
differences in layup, although the edge morphology was reasonably similar for both specimens. Like 
the tensile samples, the flight specimen evaluated had a larger base buildup than the corresponding 
ground specimen, likely a consequence of the closer extruder standoff distance. Cross sections of 
both calibration specimens evaluated reveal ‘fiber slump’ (sagging of a deposited fiber) and varia-
tion in fiber diameter (fig. 69). If  a significant microgravity effect on the FDM process were present, 
it would likely manifest itself  in the cross section of specimens with sparser fill, where differences in 
fiber slump between ground and flight processed parts can be observed more readily. Fiber slump 
of the same degree is present in both ground and flight specimens, as illustrated in the images being 
compared in figure 71. If  there were a significant microgravity effect on processing, the filament 
slump in the ISS-manufactured specimens would be less pronounced. This is not the case for any 
ground and flight specimens from phase I compared in the SEM analysis. 

Fiber ‘Slump’

(a) (b)
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Figure 71.  Section view of fiber slump and variations in fiber diameter for  
(a) ground specimens (G001) and (b) flight specimens (F001C).
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 Differences in densification between the flight and ground calibration specimens are attribut-
able to differences in processing conditions discussed previously. Slight variations in filament diam-
eter noted in the part cross sections (observed for both ground and flight calibration specimens) may 
be due to slight variations in nozzle/build plate speeds, slight induced variations in nozzle height, 
variations in ABS flow rate, or variations in ABS extruded volume during the printing process. Since 
these variations are equally present in both classes of specimen, there is no indication that they stem 
from operation of the hardware in microgravity.

7.1.2  Phase I Compression Specimens

 Compression specimens were analyzed using SEM postdestructive testing. Both flight and 
ground specimens exhibit typical failure along the 45-degree shear plane. The flight specimens exhib-
ited significantly poorer bonding than the ground specimens (fig. 72). For ground specimens, melding 
of fibers is observed, but visible separation is present between fibers in flight samples. This marked 
difference in structure explains the weakness of the flight specimens relative to their ground coun-
terparts, but provides little indication as to the root cause of the discrepancy in bonding between 
specimen classes. Differences in bonding are most likely a result of differences in build procedures 
between Earth- and ISS-manufactured samples, but could also point to differences in the cooling rate 
for specimen classes or, less likely, given the magnitude of the structural differences between flight 
and ground, a microgravity influence.

(a) (b)
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Figure 72.  Comparison of internal structure for (a) ground compression specimen 
G013 and (b) flight compression specimen F016 postdestructive testing. 
G013 exhibits better fiber bonding.

7.2  Summary of Phase II Scanning Electron Microscopy Findings

7.2.1  Phase II Tensile Specimens

 ABS samples for phase II operations were manufactured with the goal of observing varia-
tions in tensile strength with differences in the print head offset (z-height). Two series of samples 
were printed: optimum (2.54-mm z-height) and suboptimum (2.64-mm z-height, where the build tray 
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was translated upward by 0.1 mm, rendering the extruder tip 0.1 mm closer to the build tray and 
mimicking the conditions of the phase I prints). Optical images were taken of each tensile fracture 
surface for specimens from the suboptimal and optimal tensile specimen sets. These images were then 
compared to the tensile strength for the samples.

 Representative cross-sectional images of specimens produced at the optimal z-height appear 
in figure 73. The corresponding tensile curves are plotted in figure 74.
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Figure 73.  SEM images of cross sections from optimally manufactured settings. F030 has  
a characteristically open structure, while F026 shows some densification of 
lower layers, despite being produced at the optimal manufacturing setting.
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Figure 74.  Stress/strain plot for optimal tensile specimens considered in SEM analysis. 
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 For the five optimum samples considered in this analysis, the sample with the highest tensile 
strength (F026) had a fracture surface that appears to be the most dense (highlighted in green). 
Comparatively, the sample with the lowest tensile strength (F030) had the least dense fracture surface 
(highlighted in red) as well as thickness measurements showed this sample was approximately 0.2 in 
(~5 mm) thinner than the other samples.

 The suboptimal specimens produced at the closer extruder standoff distance that were ana-
lyzed appear in figure 75. Corresponding stress-strain curves appear in figure 76.

F043A F043B

F75_1800Figure 75.  SEM images of cross sections of phase II tensile specimens produced 
at a closer extruder standoff distance. 
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Figure 76.  Stress/strain plot for suboptimal tensile specimens considered in SEM analysis.

 For the two suboptimum samples analyzed, both have approximately the same tensile strength. 
As observed in the optical images, the fracture surfaces appear similar with approximately the same 
percentage of dense and less dense areas.
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 The average tensile strength of the optimum samples was 3.63 ± 0.3 ksi. The average tensile 
strength of the suboptimum samples was 3.93 ±  0.07 ksi. As expected, a correlation was observed 
with the highest and lowest tensile strengths and the percentage of dense material observed in the 
samples. Overall, the suboptimal samples appear to be more dense (hypothesized to be an artifact of 
the closer extruder standoff distance) and the lower strength samples consistently have a less dense 
open structure. In the less dense structures, the fibers appear to not be strongly bonded to the sur-
rounding fibers. This may be indicative of the original structure of the specimen or the fibers may 
have slid along one another during the tensile experiment. Ultimately, the tensile data from phase II 
are consistent with phase I findings, that a closer extruder standoff distance can create densification 
in the first layers of the specimen. This observation supports the hypothesis that a closer standoff 
distance in manufacturing the phase I flight prints relative to the ground was responsible for the dif-
ferences in the strength of the parts rather than a microgravity effect.

7.2.2  Phase II Compression Specimens

 ABS compression specimens for phase II were manufactured with the goal of observing 
variations in compressive strength with differences in the print head offset (z-height). Two series 
of samples were printed:  optimum (2.54-mm z-height) and suboptimum (2.64-mm z-height). The 
compression samples were compressed to 20% strain. Optical images were taken of the top and edge 
surfaces. Backscatter electron (BSE) images were taken of the top and edge surfaces to compare to 
the optical images. After initial analysis, the samples were cross sectioned and polished. BSE images 
were taken of the cross sections to show any internal defects such as voids.

 The optimal images are shown in figure 77. Rows A and B compare the optical (row A) and 
BSE (row B) images of the top surface. Rows C, D, and E compare the optical (rows C and D) and 
BSE (row E) of the side surface. On each sample, imperfections are shown on the optical samples as 
a reflected ‘X’ shape. The BSE images show these imperfections closer, which appear to be printing 
defects where the fiber is distorted. Fiber distortions and evidence of ‘misruns’ were also observed 
in the phase I and phase II data (x-ray/CT) and in the extruder standoff distance study using the 
ground test unit for 3DP. Distortion overall is not linked to a particular process setting.
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F77_1800Figure 77.  Optical microscope images of phase II compression specimens 
manufactured.

 Images from compression specimens at the suboptimum setting are captured in figure 78. 
Rows A and B compare the optical (row A) and BSE (row B) images of the top surface. Rows C, D, 
and E compare the optical (rows C and D) and BSE (row E) of the side surface. On each sample, 
imperfections are again shown on the optical samples as a reflected X shape. The BSE images show 
these imperfections closer, which appear to be printing defects where the fiber is distorted. Row F is 
a BSE image of the cross section showing voids within each sample. These appear to be separation 
between the fiber layers where the sample is not fully dense.
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Figure 78.  Optical microscope images of phase II compression specimens 

manufactured at the closer extruder setting. 
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 Visually, it is difficult to compare the phase II compression specimens directly with phase  I 
data. (While phase II compression specimens were truncated at 20% strain, in part, to preserve the 
internal structure for posthoc microscope analysis, phase I specimens were run to 100% strain.) For 
phase II, each sample set is similar. Both contain surface defects along the sides that appear to be 
printing defects where the fiber is distorted. Each cross section —regardless of the phase II set it orig-
inated from—showed voids in the center of the sample. These are likely due to separation between 
the fiber layers and result in a sample that is not completely dense, although gaps in the fibers are 
slightly more pronounced in the phase II suboptimal specimens relative to the optimally manufac-
tured samples. Some variations were also observed on the top face of both sets. Material structure is 
highly variable within each part. Some of the fibers appear to have contact with the fibers on either 
side throughout the entire surface, but on other specimens, there is some separation between the 
fibers. These features may be a result of subtle variations in printing and dispensation of filament 
that are inherent to the hardware.

7.2.3  Layer Quality Specimen Analysis

 Phase II layer quality specimens were manufactured with the goal of observing variations 
in geometry and layer spacing with differences in the print head offset (z-height). Two layer quality 
specimens at each extruder distance were selected for SEM analysis: optimum (2.54-mm z-height) 
and suboptimum (2.64-mm z-height). Optical images were taken of all six surfaces of each block. 
BSE images were taken of the top and left surfaces to compare to the optical images. The top sur-
faces were polished on the specimens selected for analysis to reveal any internal defects. Optical and 
BSE images were taken of the polished surfaces. Images from samples F034A and F034B, part of 
the optimum group, are shown in figure 79. These images are very similar to specimens F041A and 
F042B, manufactured at the suboptimal setting. Figure 80 compares a specimen from the optimal set 
(F034B) with a specimen from the suboptimal set (F042A). Some gaps and voids along the length of 
the specimens were noted (as seen in specimen 34B in fig. 80), but these are not specific to a particular 
manufacturing condition. 
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F79_1800Figure 79.  Optical microscope images of specimens (a) F034A and (b) F034B 
from phase II (manufactured at the optimal extruder setting).

(a)

(b)

F80_1800Figure 80.  Optical microscope images of specimens (a) F034B and (b) F042A 
from phase II. F042A was manufactured with the extruder tip closer 
to the build tray.
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7.3  Summary of Microscope Analyses

 Considering both phase I and phase II data, the differences in the internal material struc-
ture of between ground and flight specimen sets are not suggestive of microgravity effects on the 
manufacturing process. Overall, some degree of variability is observed in the internal structure of 
the specimens, even for specimens produced at identical manufacturing settings. This variation does 
not always translate into differences in mechanical performance of a corresponding magnitude but 
does suggest that the uncontrolled cooling rate (the printer does not have a heated bed) may create 
material structures and impede the repeatability of the manufacturing process. Dinwiddie et  al. con-
ducted a study of real-time temperature monitoring in FDM, finding that temperature variation in 
parts as they are being built may be substantial and strongly impacted by their location on the build 
tray.12 This thermal variation, which is linked closely to resulting material structure, may be exac-
erbated by printing on an unheated build tray and may explain some of the variability in material 
structure noted in the 3DP specimen analysis.

 Compression specimen structure for phase II specimens were preserved by truncating the 
testing at 20% strain, which enabled an evaluation of material structure that was not possible for the 
phase I specimens (run to 100% strain). The mechanism for the reduced fiber bonding observed in 
some of the phase II flight prints for compression is not well understood. Overall, the tensile speci-
mens evaluated further substantiate the hypothesis that moving the extruder tip closer to the part 
create densification in the first few layers and sides of the specimen. It is believed to be these features, 
and not operation of the hardware in the microgravity environment, that contributed to enhanced 
tensile performance of the flight prints in phase I. This hypothesis has been validated by two subse-
quent studies.7,10
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8.  CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

 Infrared (IR) analysis was performed on ABS flight samples F029 and F042C from phase  II 
operations and further compared to spectra collected from prior samples. These samples included 
flight samples F004 and F005 from phase I operation, ground samples G004 and G005 (printed 
prior to the printer’s launch to the ISS), and filament feedstock materials identified as flight and 
nonflight samples. This work was performed to determine if  any IR spectral differences exist between 
these samples that are indicative of chemical changes in the feedstock due to aging and/or moisture 
absorption. For phase II operations, the feedstock was 18 months older than the feedstock at the 
time of the phase I prints and 21 months older than the feedstock at the time of the phase I ground 
prints. For the phase I analysis, feedstock and printed samples from phase I ground and flight prints 
were compared and no substantive chemical differences were noted.

8.1  Methodology

 The analysis conditions for FTIR were as follows:

• Single-bounce attenuated total reflectance (ATR) analysis accessory purged with nitrogen gas.
• Sixty-four scans per sample at a resolution setting of 4 cm–1.
• Replicate spectrum collected for each sample.
• Polystyrene reference spectrum collected prior to and following the last test sample analyzed to 

verify instrument performance.

As for phase I analysis reported in reference 7, each sample was prepared for ATR analysis by excis-
ing a small, thin area from the surface using a scalpel blade. This work was performed using a dis-
secting scope to aid in material separation and assure that the sample area was free of extraneous 
material. Once removed, the sample was placed, unexposed surface side down, on the ATR crystal 
surface for spectral analysis.

 The ATR accessory used for this analysis consists of an IR transparent germanium crystal 
with a pressure device located above the crystal surface, the latter intended for collection of solid 
sample IR spectra such as these. A sample is placed on the crystal surface, pressure applied, and 
the IR signature collected from the crystal contact side of the sample. This is largely considered  
a surface-based analysis as the IR penetration is equivalent to only a few microns, and thus indepen-
dent of sample thickness in general. Spectra collected by this method are sensitive to the amount of 
pressure applied, with increasing pressure translating into primarily greater peak heights. The pres-
sure device being used for this testing has a locking mechanism that ensures a constant pressure, such 
that a semi-quantitative comparison between samples is possible under most conditions. 
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 Replicate IR spectra for each sample were collected and a manufacturer software program 
designed to compare peak-to-peak similarity (QC Compare) between spectra was employed. This 
was intended to provide replicate variability data for the current samples and for comparison to prior 
tested materials described above.

8.2  Results 

 Figures 81 and 82 include replicate spectra from F029 and F042C, respectively. Each indicated 
a high similarity index within replicate samples, with a value of 0.99 for both materials (maximum 1).
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 Figure 83 presents a direct comparison between phase II samples and again shows a high cor-
relation value between these samples (0.99). Due to the high similarity value between current materi-
als, only one (F042C) was chosen for direct comparison to previously collected spectra.
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 The data in figure 84 represent comparison of current (phase II) material spectra to previ-
ously provided flight (middle plot) and nonflight feedstock of the same material and from the same 
manufacturer (bottom plot) samples. High correlation values were seen when compared to these 
materials, with values approaching 0.98.
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Figure 84.  Spectral comparison of F042C and flight/nonflight feedstock materials.

 Figures 85 and 86 represent comparative spectra between F042C and the flight samples F004/
F005 and ground samples G004/G005, respectively. As discussed in prior reports, these samples indi-
cated, in addition to the characteristic peaks associated with the acrylonitrile, butadiene, and styrene 
of ABS , the presence of a peak at approximately 1,000 cm–1. The current samples do not indicate the 
presence of this peak, and as expected, provide somewhat lower correlation values when compared 
to current material. Even so, good similarity values were noted between current samples and these 
previously analyzed materials, with correlation values approaching 0.86 and 0.83 for F004/F005 and 
G004/G005 materials, respectively.
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Figure 85.  Spectral comparison of (a) F004 and (b) F005 with (c) F042C materials.
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 While a subtle difference between phase II spectra and previously collected spectra was noted, 
it is not significant enough to consider the phase II spectra ‘out of family’ with previous collected 
specimens. All sample spectra collected to date will be imported into a user-specific database to 
provide a searchable resource to compare spectral properties of future material. This has been done 
previously for other programs and has proven useful as a chemical fingerprinting tool.
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9.  PHASE II ANALYSIS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

 The ability to manufacture parts in space, rather than launch them from Earth, represents 
a  critical and exploration-enabling transition for human spaceflight operations. Additive manufac-
turing technologies, in particular, with their flexibility in part design and feedstock, have the potential 
to provide an on-demand part replacement capability for long-duration, long-endurance missions 
where cargo resupply is not readily available and reduce initial upmass requirements. The purpose 
of the 3D Printing in Zero-G Technology Demonstration Mission was to evaluate the feasibility and 
potential of polymer additive manufacturing, specifically, the FDM process, to produce parts and 
tools on orbit. The printer for this mission was developed by Made in Space, Inc. in Mountain View, 
California, under a Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) grant. The 3D printer technology 
demonstration unit was integrated into the MSG on the ISS in November 2014, and phase I print-
ing operations took place from November to December of that year, yielding 21 specimens (mostly 
mechanical test coupons) for comparison with ground-processed specimens manufactured with the 
printer prior to its launch to the ISS. 

 Phase I operations demonstrated the ability to safely operate the polymer printing process in 
a microgravity environment, remove parts from the printer, remotely command the printer from the 
ground, and uplink new files for printing, and ultimately produce tools that could be evaluated for 
form/fit/function. Phase I specimens were downmassed from the ISS in February 2015 and under-
went evaluation at MSFC’s Materials and Processes Laboratory from April to October 2015. 

 The phase I specimens went through an extensive test regime: photographic/visual inspec-
tion, mass and density evaluation, structured light scanning (to characterize dimensional variation 
by comparing specimens with their corresponding CAD model and other specimens of the same 
geometry), x-ray and CT, mechanical testing, and both optical and SEM. FTIR analysis was later 
performed on the flight and ground specimens to look for aging effects that may have contributed 
to chemical degradation of the feedstock material. (At the time of specimen manufacture, feedstock 
for flight prints was 6  months older than feedstock used for ground prints.) There were some dif-
ferences in mechanical properties noted between the flight and ground data sets, but the small size 
of the phase I sample set made it difficult to definitively assess the source of the variability. Based 
on detailed material analysis and a subsequent ground-based study which examined the impact of 
variations in a process setting (the distance between the extruder and the build plate, which was var-
ied for phase I prints) on material outcomes, it was determined that differences noted in the flight 
and ground specimens were most likely attributable to differences in operational settings between 
the specimens as well as inherent build-to-build variability. Phase I results were published in refer-
ences  7, 10, and 13.

 A second round of operations with the technology demonstration printer took place in June 
and July 2016. The purpose of this print campaign was primarily to gain greater insight into sources 
of variability in the 3DP phase I data set. For the last 9 prints of the 34-print series, the build tray 
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was moved slightly closer to the extruder tip, mimicking manufacturing process conditions present 
in the phase I flight prints. The controlled manufacturing settings implemented for the first 25 prints 
of the series, where the distance between the extruder and the build tray was locked at an optimal 
setting, both enable an assessment of build-to-build variability of the system in microgravity and 
permit a closer examination of microgravity on the FDM process by adding additional specimens to 
the overall data set. Phase II operations also offered an opportunity to collect data on aging of the 
printer feedstock and its potential impact on material outcomes. While all feedstock originated from 
the same manufacturing lot, there were differences in the age of the feedstock at the time of printing 
among specimen sets. For phase I, flight feedstock was 6 months older than the feedstock used to 
produce the ground specimens. Due to a lapse in operations between phases I and II, the feedstock 
had aged another 18 months and was now beyond the 12-month recommended shelf  life specified by 
the manufacturer. However, feedstock was stored in a sealed container with desiccant prior to use, 
which should mitigate the potential for moisture absorption. Ultimately phase II operations were 
intended to provide additional data to ascertain whether trends, biases, and characteristic mechani-
cal properties noted in the phase I analysis are consistent with further flight operation of the printer 
and determine the degree to which differences in material outcomes can be attributed to the effect of 
microgravity on the FDM process.

 Like phase I specimens, phase II specimens underwent an extensive testing regime at MSFC 
from September 2016 to October 2017. Evaluation included photographic/visual inspection, mass 
and density, structured light scanning, CT, FTIR, and SEM. Results of the testing and comparison 
with phase I data are discussed extensively in previous sections of this TP. Key findings are summa-
rized below:

• Mass evaluation.  No substantial mass differences were noted in comparison of the tensile, layer 
quality, and calibration prints across manufacturing settings. The total mass of extrudate across 
a  range of manufacturing conditions for a particular specimen geometry is remarkably consistent, 
which agrees with phase I findings. Limiting the comparative analysis to only phase II specimen 
sets, the change in the extruder standoff distance does not seem to substantively impact the mass of 
the specimens produced for any specimen geometry considered in the microgravity environment.

• Density evaluation.  Density values were calculated using the closed part volume measured in struc-
tured light scanning. Derived gravimetric density values show a high degree of similarity across all 
specimen sets and suggest all data are part of the same family. An apparent engineering significant 
relationship between part density and extruder distance is not strongly evident here, as ground 
prints for tensile and compression (manufactured at the farthest extruder setting) are both in family 
with phase II prints.

• Mechanical properties.  Phase II specimens underwent tensile and compression testing. Flexure 
specimens, which were a part of the phase I data set, were not included in the phase II print matrix. 
When considered in a holistic manner, overlap in mechanical performance between specimen sets 
suggests that data are part of a single large, albeit variable, family of data.

 – Tensile properties.  Two of the phase I flight tensile specimens exhibit mechanical properties 
(UTS, yield strength, and fracture elongation) which are still somewhat distinct from other data 
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sets. The four phase I flight specimens constitute the upper range of tensile properties across all 
specimen sets. However, there is some overlap in the phase I flight data subset with the phase II 
specimens manufactured at a suboptimal extruder setting, which mimics the phase I flight pro-
cess settings as well as the general phase II tensile data. Overall, the consideration of the phase  I 
and phase II tensile data in a holistic manner suggests that all specimens are part of the same 
family of data.

 – Compression properties.  Compression data sets exhibit more variability, with the ground com-
pression specimens manufactured as part of phase I remaining somewhat distinct in terms of 
mechanical behavior from all other data sets. Phase I flight compression specimens, manufactured 
at a closer extruder setting, represent the lower bound of the phase I and phase II data. There 
is some overlap between phase I flight compression properties considered (ultimate compressive 
strength, compressive yield strength, and compressive modulus) with those of phase II specimens.

• Structured light scanning.  Structured light scans were performed on all specimens to provide an 
estimate for closed part volume (used in density calculations) and to assess geometric variation of 
a  particular specimen relative to other specimens of the same type and the CAD model.

 – Tensile specimens.  As expected, phase II tensile specimens manufactured at the optimal setting 
show reasonably good agreement with the CAD model. Specimens manufactured at the closer 
extruder standoff distance do not exhibit the degree of warping and/or protrusions observed in 
the phase I flight specimen data set. Deviations from the CAD model are thus generally similar 
for the phase II suboptimal and optimal specimens. This finding is somewhat inconsistent with 
previous results (phase I flight specimens and the subsequent ground-based study in ref. 10), but 
the phase  II suboptimal specimen set is small (n = 2) and it may be that the differences in speci-
men structure induced by any changes in this manufacturing process setting are more readily 
apparent in CT or SEM.

 – Compression specimens.  As with the tensile specimens, comparisons of specimens made at the 
optimal setting show a high degree of similarity to the CAD model and one another. For the 
compression specimens manufactured at the suboptimal condition, closer examination of the 
top of the cylindrical specimens show evidence of voids (missing material) and misruns (errors in 
filament layup). The largest deviations from the CAD model for these specimens are typically at 
the top or base of the cylinder. Overall, compression specimens show similar dimensional varia-
tion regardless of the manufacturing condition.

 – Layer quality.  Layer quality (square column specimens) show little variation across the phase  II 
data set and do not demonstrate significant dimensional differences between the suboptimal 
and optimal manufacturing settings. Layer quality specimens for phase II are also similar to the 
phase I specimens.

• Computed tomography analysis.  A subset of phase II tensile and compression specimens was 
scanned using a microfocus CT capability. Specimens were compared with phases I and II speci-
mens of the same geometry type. A software modification to the equipment between phase I and 
phase II analysis largely prevented direct quantitative comparison of phase I and phase II data. 
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Qualitative comparison of the volumetric reconstruction of specimens indicates that voids and 
misruns (errors in filament layup) are observed throughout the specimen sets and are not specific to 
specimens manufactured in microgravity. These features are not characterized as defects since their 
impact on mechanical performance is unknown.

 – For phase II tensile specimens, there was no observable trend in the frequency, number, or size of 
voids with changes in extruder distance.

 – For phase II compression specimens, no clear trends are noted except for a slight increase in the 
number of voids for specimens manufactured at the closer extruder setting. Misruns (errors in 
filament layup) were also noted in the x-y plane.

• SEM analysis.  SEM analysis of a subset of tensile, compression, and layer quality specimens was 
performed for phase II.

 – Tensile specimens.  SEM analysis of phase I specimens revealed a more densely bonded cross sec-
tion and dense fiber agglomeration noted on the sides and bottom of the specimen for the flight 
tensile specimens. These specimen features were hypothesized to be an artifact of differences in 
distances in extruder distance for the phase I flight prints, ultimately resulting in the creation of 
reinforcing material that enhanced the mechanical performance of the flight specimens. (This 
hypothesis was substantiated by a subsequent ground-based study varying extruder standoff 
distance and using the flight backup hardware.10) Phase II specimens manufactured at the sub-
optimal process setting in phase II also exhibited these features. Together, these results strongly 
indicate that enhanced strength of the tensile specimens observed in phase I was not a  micrograv-
ity effect, but rather a result of changes in manufacturing process settings.

 – Compression specimens.  No significant, discernable differences in internal material structure 
across the phase II specimen set were noted. For compression specimens, a direct comparison 
with phase I internal structure is precluded by slight differences in test procedures. For phase I, 
compression specimens were run to 100% strain, which made examination of the internal struc-
ture difficult posthoc. In phase II, specimens were truncated at 20%, which better preserved the 
specimen for posttest evaluation.

 – Layer quality specimens.  These specimens exhibit some gaps and voids along the length of the 
specimen, but are not specific to a particular manufacturing condition.

• Chemical analysis.  FTIR was performed to look for signs of feedstock material degradation due to 
aging or exposure to the environment; i.e., humidity, radiation. Phase I FTIR analysis showed no 
chemical differences between flight and ground feedstock (originating from the same lot), despite 
a 6-month difference in feedstock age at the time of manufacturing. For phase II, flight feedstock 
had aged 18 months beyond the phase I flight prints. While some subtle shifts in spectral peaks 
were noted, the phase II flight print spectra are considered in family with both the phase I flight 
and ground specimens.
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 In a holistic consideration of the data from phases I and II discussed in this TP, it appears 
likely to originate from the same family. Based on this extensive analysis, mechanical property differ-
ences noted in the phase I analysis cannot be linked to operation of the FDM process in microgravity 
but are instead likely attributable to changes in manufacturing process settings and build-to-build 
variability. This variability is also likely influenced by uncontrolled cooling of the specimens.   
(The 3DP hardware did not have a heated build tray or a heated volume, a feature that has been 
incorporated into its successor hardware, the Additive Manufacturing Facility (AMF).)14

 With the completion of phase II operations, the 3DP mission has successfully demonstrated 
the first step toward manufacturing in space. As a follow-on to the technology demonstration mis-
sion, Made in Space developed the AMF. AMF provides a multimaterial polymeric printing capabil-
ity for the ISS and currently serves as the utilization printer for the Space Station. Over 100 parts for 
NASA and other customers have been printed to date. A materials characterization plan for AMF is 
currently being executed by Made in Space, MSFC, and the Southern Research Institute. The results 
of this work will provide baseline design values for materials produced with AMF and will be subse-
quently published. Comparison of specimens produced on orbit with specimens manufactured using 
a ground-equivalent printer provide another opportunity to evaluate the impact of microgravity on 
material outcomes for fused filament fabrication processes.

 As the ISM project at NASA continues to use the ISS as a testbed to explore other manufac-
turing processes, including recycling with the Refabricator Payload developed by Tethers Unlimited 
in 2018,15 work performed under the ISM umbrella may serve to accelerate the shift from traditional 
Earth-dependent approaches to logistics for long-duration crewed missions to a space where manu-
facturing systems operated inside the crew habitat provide spares on demand, enable adaptive and 
rapid response to unforeseen operational scenarios, and facilitate the use and repurposing of nui-
sance materials, such as trash recyclables. Manufacturing will be a critical part of any space-based 
economy and the ISM project continues to enable commercial space efforts through its work with 
small businesses under the helm of NASA’s SBIR program.16 Through the SBIR program, ISM is 
supporting work on development of custom packaging materials for the ISS which are designed to 
be recycled,17,18 hybrid additive and subtractive manufacturing systems capable of processing aero-
space-grade metallics,16 and space-based printing systems for electronics. In 2017, the ISM project 
released a Next Step Technologies for Exploration Partnerships Broad Agency Announcement for 
a multimaterial fabrication laboratory on board the ISS.19 The fabrication laboratory will provide 
an exploration-grade capability for the ISS which integrates multiple manufacturing processes into 
a single unit in the 2021 timeframe.20 The overlap between ISM and in situ resource utilization will 
also be explored more fully in the coming years. 3DP and the ISM activities stemming from it rep-
resent the first steps on the path toward sustainable, truly Earth-independent exploration initiatives. 
Manufacturing capabilities deployed in the space environment have the potential to fundamentally 
change exploration architectures and enable space settlement.
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